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program. And, a prior partner in the field of alternative
energy is now a fully famous body trainer who is a close
RE: A SUPPORT FROM ANTHONY ROBBINS friend and fully recommended peer of Tony Robbins.
VIA DIANE; RUSSIAN PLANES FROM TEL
2) It was because of these connections that
AVIV-JERUSALEM
Diane first got more than acquainted with Tony
Robbins. It went further than that first trip as a
DO SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF
visitor and Diane became a “staff” assistant of sorts.
IN THIS FRUSTRATING TIME
She also met people who were trained in use of the
Internet for product demonstrations and sales, etc.
Hatonn—Does this seem a contradiction to that
I only tell you this to remind you how deadly and cruel
which I wrote only yesterday, about self? Sorry, but life people can actually be when they feel somehow outdone or
is made up of contradictions and therefore thwarted, OR, want something that another has.
CIRCUMSTANCES must dictate your level of “self”
Diane was accused of using HER money to attend
control and self-interests. You must have control some of the Robbins classes which Ed Young in his
of self or you CANNOT even assist another. Even wisdom said were totally unGodly. HE, OF COURSE,
the blind, however, can actually lead the blind if WAS WANTING THE MONEY FOR HIS OWN
the leader knows where is IS and the way to go. PURPOSES—OUT OF NEW GAIA. It got very, very UGLY.
I want to offer the Robbins thoughts on the
Now, just when you think confusion and hurt are
terrorist acts in the U.S. for two reasons. 1) Tony about to boil over in your own life—being in that inner
has a very good conceptual understanding of the circle, Tony remembered his people. Diane forwarded
BEST of the many self-improvement programs. He his letter, which is probably on the Internet now, but I
gleaned from the many into one now famous ask that it be shared, for it comes from a very Earthoriented person caught in a class
FIRST-CLASS MAIL in Hawaii at the coincidental
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moment of impact in New York. ALL OF YOU
NEED IT. It is more like the fact that friends make
connections and share—and THAT is community.
One person cannot do it all, so each has to take,
accept for self, and pass it on. Please also remember:
ENVY IS A TERRIBLE BURDEN.
And to Diane: Keep the head up, things will work out
better, no matter how you think they may be working
out wrong. Life is like that, please don’t forget.
[QUOTING Message dated: 10/3/01: Letter
from Tony Robbins through Diane:]
There is an order to the universe. In the midst of untruth,
truth continues; in the midst of injustice, justice continues;
and in all darkness, there is light.—Mahatma Gandhi
Dear Friend,
I know that each of us, as compassionate souls,
have experienced a series of deep losses in the last
weeks. I also recognize that no loss is as powerful and
as direct as the loss of loved ones, friends or family,
whether in the World Trade Center buildings, on the
hijacked flights, in the Pentagon, or in the heroic efforts
(Continued on page 2)
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of our police force and firefighters as well as the
people on Flight 93 who sacrificed their own lives to
save their fellow man. For each of you, my heart
goes out to you in prayer, in service, and in gratitude
for your valor, your compassion, and your strength.
At the same time, I write this note to you NOT as a
response to these attacks against humanity, but as a declaration
of faith, not only in all Americans but in all heartfelt people
worldwide, people of every religious belief, political
conviction, race, creed, and nation around the globe.
We will always remember where we were the
morning of September 11, 2001. My deepest desire,
however, is that these attacks are not met with a reaction
of hatred or fear but rather that this day represents the
awakening of our collective spirit, our courage, our faith,
our love, our determination, our compassion and our
resolve. In the days that follow, the greatest honor we
can bestow upon those who have given their lives to this
cause is to embrace life fully, without fear, and to serve
at the highest level by bringing to each other our most
precious resource: our immense capacity to care.
When I received the call at 4:00 am on that Tuesday
morning, I was in Hawaii conducting my final Last
Master event, a 9-day program on leadership and selfmastery, which has been attended by tens of thousands
of people from more than 80 nations around the world.
Ironically, the topic of the day was to be emotional
mastery and we knew we needed to respond quickly to
support the diverse array of participants: everyone, from
a woman whose fiancée called her the morning of the
attack from the 101st floor of the World Trade Center
to say good-bye, to a man of Arab descent who
transformed from believing that there was a time
he might have been willing to fly the plane and
that, at least now you know how it feels, to a
higher understanding and truth that what unites us
is our humanity and compassion for others.
We had hundreds of participants from the New York
area alone, many who would have otherwise been at work
in the financial centers in the World Trade Center towers
that day and who lost friends, family, and co-workers.
And there were many more affected as a result of the
flights, as well as the police officers and firefighters who
immediately rushed to the scene. I don’t believe anyone
has all the answers in a situation like this. However, as
leaders our job is to step in to make whatever difference
we can, not just by caring and grieving our losses, but
in finding active ways to support those in need.
As everyone around the world did, we put
people in contact with loved ones, donated blood,
and gave our emotional support wherever possible.
Once the immediate needs are supported, however,
we must shift our focus to what will make the
biggest difference in the long-term, so that the
terrorists do not succeed in causing us to live in fear,
but so that we turn fear on itself and use this opportunity
to become stronger than ever as individuals, as a
nation, and as part of the global community.
To allow ourselves to think that this terrible act
destroys our world as we know it is a fatalistic
surrender, validating the barbaric intent of the terrorists
themselves. Throughout our history, we have
experienced unbelievable hardships and heartbreaks.
We have also experienced unrivaled prosperity and
unsurpassed joy. It is the nature of conscious man
to grow, to build, and to create. Each winter we
have experienced throughout history has been
followed by a spring and summer more beautiful,
more prosperous, and more full of life than before.
This is a moment that comes once in a generation,
when people, communities, and humanity have to align

against forces of destruction. It is also a time,
however, in which we must not react out of anger
and rage. We must protect the security of our family
and friends and yet at the same time be careful not to
make the same mistake by attacking those who are
innocent, merely in reaction to what has been done to
us. To do this is to perpetrate terror ourselves.
I trust that our leaders will think clearly and
carefully before they act. My faith is that love will
win over might; justice will prevail over terror; and
that compassion will reign over fear.
Finally, if you wish to actively participate and
join us in becoming part of the solution... (etc.)
[H: I don’t need to print any more as you can
look up Tony Robbins far more easily than we can
do it FOR you. However, his signoff is:]
... God Bless. Keep Living With Passion!
Your Friend and Fan,
Tony Robbins
[END OF QUOTING]
* * *
Now, of course, I shared this for more than
the reasons above: There is a lot of GODLY INPUT
WITH GOODLY INTENTION FOR MAKING
BETTER THE LIVING OF MANKIND.
What of Tony Robbins as such? What about him?
He is a MAN who found his way UP out of his own
depression and yes, you would suppose that he just
might be of some background of Jewish heritage.
WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER, READERS,
AND IF YOU CANNOT SORT BEYOND
RELIGIOUS OR TRIBAL LIMITATIONS, YOU ARE
“THE” PROBLEM—FACE IT.
Now, because this man has introduced this type of
community perception, I want to take further what indeed has
happened to you in simple language you can witness for self.
TRANCE—formation or otherwise: That is what
has HIT you, like it or not. You can also object and
say “I was NOT hypnotized”, but oh yes you were by
the experts in the field of mind-control.
You have been built up to the moment of impact in
thousands of different ways and through myriads of
inputs. Then when you are lulled into more “drama” the
SHOCK that comes is GREAT, is INSTANT and
whammo—“SLEEP”! You don’t even need a “trigger”
word to drop you into a trance, reader.
Ah but, there was given NO OPPORTUNITY to
awaken from the trance. The trance has been deepened to
the depths of total somnambulism if nothing more. The
brain-warp material is then drummed into you with such
seeming confusion but directly orchestrated as to fatigue
you beyond awakening—UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE.
Not only are you emotionally saturated beyond the
point where there is capability of independent thought—
but you are mesmerized by the repeated steps of the
programming directly into NON-thought.
The TV screens are saturated and if you want a break
already, you have to go to Discovery Channel or National
Geographic or Animal Planet—where there is nothing but
copulation, killing and eating other helpless species of animal
beings. Great conditioning for the children to understand
blood and death to the center of their mind root.
Next, to keep you confused and in trance, the news
will be presented on SPLIT screens, each moving part
changing and with inability to really see or read each so
that there has to be change of eye focus to introduce the
flood of overwhelming repetitions. The mind can only
really focus or process one thing at a time, it is thought.
Yes, that is CONSCIOUSLY so—but the facts are
that as you are sent into “idle” mode, the MIND is
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absorbing EVERYTHING that passes on that screen—
and that is visible subliminal programming.
Note that Osama bin Laden has been driven
into your mind, but that is not enough. His face
must be given so that you can only connect the
face, the name and the action involved without
reaching further for other possibilities.
Did Osama bin Laden blow up the Russian plane
from Tel Aviv with so many from Jerusalem aboard?
ARE YOU NUTS? No, but you are IN A TRANCE!
Ah but: The TRANCE-former will, and yea, has,
overplayed his hand by his own ego-trap. And no,
I won’t spoil the last chapter by reading ahead
FOR you. You will begin to get the BIG picture just
through reading the presentation in today’s papers
regarding the Russian crash and the tales presented to
cover the backsides of the perpetrators.
First, note that in reference to “U.S.” it is
always with “anonymous sources”. Why would
the U.S. have any input AT ALL?
I will, as a hypnotherapist, count you up
slowly from the depths of your sleep:
1. Slowly, easily, calmly you are coming back
into awareness.
2. From head to toe you are fully relaxed, calm
and feeling GOOD.
3. You are feeling good in every way, alert. From
head to toe you are moving back into full control—alert
and with all nerves settled and functioning smoothly.
4. You are now eager to get your eyes open,
your mind clear, and you feel refreshed as if
Spring water from the mountain spring is washing
over you. On the next number, 5, you will be
fully awake, fully aware, clear of thought, and
receptive—eager to realize potential and reality.
NUMBER FIVE: You are awake now, stretch,
yawn, and GET BUSY.
TRUTH AWAITS
Now, with lessons we have shared boosting your
batteries, I ask that the article on that plane disaster be
printed. And consider just who might be “the
expendables” in this little game of “make it look bad for
the other guy while I shoot my feet off”.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR “WORLD
NEWS”, Saturday, October 6, 2001:]
RUSSIA OPENS TERRORIST PROBE
INTO PLANE CRASH
UKRAINE DENIES STRAY MISSILE
DOWNED AIRLINER
SOCHI, Russia (AFP)—Russian crash
investigators searched the wreckage yesterday of a
Russian airliner that exploded over the Black Sea,
killing at least 76 people, for clues pointing to a
terrorist attack or a tragic missile accident.
Relatives of those who died aboard the
chartered Tupolev Tu-154 began arriving at Sochi
on Russia’s Black Sea coast, some 180 kilometers
from where the plane crashed Thursday following
a still unexplained mid-air explosion.
[H: Please pay attention to key words such
as “chartered”, etc.]
Russia launched a terrorist probe as the
Ukraine government continued to deny reports that
the plane was accidentally shot down by a missile
during a joint Ukrainian-Russian military exercise.
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Seven ships were in the region gathering fragments
of the plane from the waters of the Black Sea. Parts of
the cockpit and the fuselage, including a door, have
already been recovered, officials in the resort said.
The airliner carrying 64 mainly Israeli passengers
and 12 crew had been flying from Tel Aviv to
Novosibirsk when it vanished from radar screens.
The number of people on board was not known with
absolute certainty, with some reports setting the figure at 78.
Sixteen bodies have so far been recovered and
taken to Sochi, the Interfax news agency said.
The Sibir air company which chartered the doomed plane
said it was flying 33 relatives—25 relatives of the passengers,
along with eight relatives of the crew members—to
Sochi, along with the regional deputy governor.
Relatives from Israel were due to arrive later in the
day. Most of the 51 Israeli nationals on the plane were
Russian Jews who had recently emigrated.
The downing comes less than a month after
terror attacks in the United States using hijacked
civilian aircraft claimed about 5,500 lives and amid
warnings from Washington of a “very real” chance
of further attacks on the United States.
The cause of the explosion aboard the Tu-154
remained unclear and was being attributed either to
a stray Ukrainian missile fired during military
exercises or to a possible terrorist attack.
Earlier, a spokesman for Russia’s Black Sea Fleet at
Sevastopol in southern Ukraine told AFP that the
explosion was the result of a Ukrainian missile hitting the
aircraft. But Russian fleet officials later denied the report.
In Washington, a U.S. official WHO SPOKE
ON CONDITION OF ANONYMITY said it was
“possible that this was a tragic accident and not
terrorism” and that “at the moment we believe it
was shot down by the Ukrainian government.”
[H: And what do you think about “them apples”?]
[END OF QUOTING]
And, readers, OHMYGOSH—Anthrax in Florida, ebolaLIKE stuff in Afghanistan, Flu up the nose in Manila and
back to the TRANCE and SLEEP! Boy, that bin Laden
dude gets around. In the places that know, bin Laden is
pronounced Lahdeen. This is just so you don’t look “egg
on face” when the Mossad picks you up for “thinking”.
By the way, yesterday’s EYEWITNESS of that
Russian plane said that it was directly overhead and
exploded—BUT AFTER IT HAD CRASHED THERE
WAS ANOTHER MAJOR EXPLOSION. (That was
AFTER impact, readers.) This is just to annoy your
perfect acceptance of the non-reality of whatever you are
going to be fed on your synthetic-food plate for the day.
Consider now, “WAR” and “PEACE”. WHO
presents “war” and who presents “peace”? Now, guess
who has your mind by the noose and is pulling hard to
stop your oxygen flow? The brain REALLY goes nuts
with oxygen depletion as some people even experience
dark tunnels and lights at the end and all sorts of
weird circumstances—even “death” into “life”.
* * *
Please pause a minute and let us speak of a
few things for that “too confused to think”
condition of zombism of intentional inception.
If I could get you to focus on one concept
right now it would be, as Henry Ford put it:
“Don’t find fault, FIND A REMEDY.”
A second important concept is, yes, from
Anthony Robbins and on up the line: “Nothing has
any power over me other than that which I give it
through my conscious thoughts.”
You will be, readers, exactly that which you THINK.
If your instant reaction is: “Go bomb them,” I

have terrible news for you in this recent incident in
the U.S.—for FAR more people were killed in Iraq in
YOUR U.S. war on Saddam than you can even count
on toes and fingers in the New York thing.
The next thing to consider is “WHO do you go kill,
bomb and whose kids are those you kill? By the way:
WHOSE KIDS ARE GOING TO GO DO THE DYING
WHILE THEY ARE ALSO DOING THE KILLING?
Patriotism demands it? No, Evil DEMANDS it and you
comply—every time! None of the President’s kids will
be catching bullets—KNOW it. But YOURS are going
to catch a bad case of TERMINAL dis-ease.
Also, as with the downed plane in Russia. Those
Jews on the plane were Jews who had “recently
emigrated”. That is a very KEY phrase, reader—did you
catch it above? Well, you will find that within the past
most recent years the “recently emigrated” Jews to
Israel were RETURNING as they found life in Israel
impossible with which to deal and their words:
“Ungodly in every way”. Yes, I would guess those
might well be among the “most expendable”.
Now, the talk is of “healing”, “a time to heal”, and
“go about your business and we will see to...”. Heal?
You can’t HEAL, silly kids, until you know what you are
supposed to “heal”. An evangelist striking your noggin
and exclaiming “be healed”, “take the healing” or
whatever other thing you WANT to fix everything, is a
Band-Aid or sleeping pill at best. WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO “HEAL”? Osama bin Laden is not the name
of a disease, my friends, even if the U.S. President SAYS
SO. He is but a man, good or bad, but certainly not
supernatural in any way and less so than almost all others.
He was the “chosen one” and be very careful about
“chosen ones”. And beware his warnings and edict to
“kill” Americans, for they are but “Israeli Zionists”. He
should know—THEY TRAINED HIM FIRST!
Am I negative and against anyone? Nope.
Surprise you? Please, my whole thrust is to CREATE,
not destroy. For every idiotic error (sin) of MAN, I
can use that error to CREATE a good from the
outcome and all steps along the way. While
distractions are manufactured to grab, steal and
control, WE CAN MOVE AS QUIETLY AS LITTLE
CHURCH MICE RIGHT IN THE OPEN ARENA, IN
REASON, AND IN LOGICAL SEQUENCE.
There is readying a war of civil nature in the
Philippines as the Muslims and Tribal indigenous people
say they are NOT going to take it any longer—period.
They HAVE already agreed that if the GAIA program
is adopted, there will be NO WAR and they will, in fact,
even bring in gold to back all the projects desired from
infrastructure, to repair and reclamation, power
production, agricultural development, housing, and
general LIVELIHOOD cooperatives. All they want in
return is simply to be left out of the garbage politics and
start their own central management councils and banking
according to, yes, TRIBAL-ISLAMIC “STYLE” operation
to get rid of the IBC and devastating USURY which is
disallowed BY GOD, ALLAH AND GREAT SPIRIT.
If they can’t get this in the Philippines, then they
fully plan to take the program to fruition through
severance by decree and/also take it to Malaysia where
the desire for such freedom is understood.
Now which would you choose if you were Ms. President?
God always sends “the way”, the apparatus to “get
there”, and allows considerations of both.
I know, you thought we, and/or you with us, were
making no headway? Oh, indeed, it is all in perception
and depends on where you are located as to the bullets
flying about. We “feel the blood” dripping from some
of the wounds and therefore time has little meaning
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except as in “too long”. No, to change the concepts
and possibilities of a PLANET is hardly more than
instant change in the annals of history. This is but a
half-blink of a very quick eyelid, precious ones. You will
not even remember other than the most important dates
of your own lives or yesterday’s lunch (unless you had
that lunch in the middle of the Trade Center bombing or
your tooth hurt too badly to chew your junk-food.
Frankly, even with the latter—you will forget the
DATE, time, even the year—three years out.
Unless you are a Savant of some kind, you will
surely not be able to give more than a dozen dates, with
certainty, of IMPORTANT events in YOUR OWN LIFE.
As that old cigarette ad went, my friends:
“You have come a long way, baby!” Which
direction have YOU traveled? My friends are tired
of the ongoing misery—we want to get on with
the good things, the abundance and the joy of
ENJOYMENT. WE ONLY ACCOMPLISH THAT
STATE OF BEING IN PEACE—NOT WAR.
We want to see the kids grow up and become
whatever they choose as a life-experience and not
just be bullet-catchers.
Can we do it “in time”? In time for what? ALL
YOU HAVE IS SPACE AND TIME—remember that
you are IMMORTAL. I might well ask YOU: How
else do you plan to use up all that time? Infinite,
immortal, eternal—these are all very long stretches of
“time”, good friends—very long indeed.
Now with these ideas in mind, open your eyes,
stretch and yawn and let’s get on with getting on.
Check over your supplies and remind friends of
commitments of calling “if” something happens and
share with Diane, please, that her friends with those kids
need to know whom to call. Work a plan for the kids,
even though brief, so that no child or babe is left
unattended in an emergency. At most that means that
camping friends just sort of keep those bags together
along with a clothes change and emergency items
available on INSTANT GRAB AND GO.
People have CHOSEN to abandon us? Fine, it
makes room for others who need a place.
Rex, please, make sure of some sacks of Spelt in
the security place along with a grinder and please check
the portability of the large generator, run it a bit, make
sure of backup fuel, get a couple or more bread
machines and slow cookers for grain and let’s make sure
that things are ready when the need arrives.
For those children: Make sure there is a bundle
of games, lots of cards, dominos, etc.
Do I anticipate long periods of time inside a
shelter? No, but stay prepared. And, DO NOT
make any big deal of this because the last thing
you want is ATTENTION. NO ATTENTION!
Therefore, that means only close and trusted friends
can be involved! The terrorist nonsense will stop as
soon as the Big Boys get what they want.
Make sure caretakers know WHERE to take the
children—in the event of..... This used to be
called civil defense, but only the perpetrators know
what “operation” label it will carry now.
Pretty soon you can expect the push for
everyone to have a backyard shelter—AGAIN.
That is what terrorism is all about, the not
knowing when you are going to be either attacked,
bombed, stomped or tormented.
God has mercy; God is faithful and TRUE.
When you start leaning on God instead of Satan,
you might find the path much easier.
Love, Dad
dharma
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Human Clones Among Us
For Well Over Fifty Years
10/9/01—#1 (15-054)
RE: HEARTS IN OVERLOAD; BUSH WARS;
CATCH A FALLING STAR
CHECK THE HEART FIRST
Hatonn—First is the question as to “How” do
you check the heart when the impact is so elusive
and yet so oppressive with current events?
Here is where you STOP, go within and check out
what you think and feel. Do NOT leave God out there
somewhere—recognize HIS presence already there.
Is the way to help a Muslim woman, mistreated by
men and having to wear a shroud, to blow off her head
so she doesn’t longer notice the inconvenience? Is the
answer to hunger and terror to those distant people to
blow them away so they no longer are frightened or
hungry? Collateral damage? COLLATERAL DAMAGE?
Is that what life boils down to in the lesser countries;
collateral damage if people are murdered?
Are these but the “other losses” or “acceptable
losses” as in “necessary to get the job done”?
What job? Get Osama bin Laden? Come now,
students, who are you kidding other than yourself?
A columnist wrote yesterday: “The last thing
that I want to do is to launch a 10-million-dollar
missile at a 10-dollar tent and hit a camel in the
ass.” Is this what it’s “all about, Alphie”? So be it.
SO, WHERE IS GOD
IN ALL THIS MESS—GIVE US A SIGN!
Oh God is right there with you AND right there where
you aim the bombs and napalm. GOD TAKES THE
SAME HIT AS THE VICTIM IN THE TARGET HAIRS.
You have to understand that the striking forces have
to treat this game as what it is—a game to test weapons,
tactics, terror-success in its most basic form, and operate
machinery and toys. A man acts as a machine, a robot,
or he could not do this atrocity upon his fellow man.
You talk of robotics and brainwashing? You have now
set your children into virtual non-reality so that there is
no conscience involved—just success at hitting whatever
is in point. Then watch the waste of a hundred bombs
landing all over the place with no targets. IS THAT
NOT PLANNED TERROR? How about to boost the
economy—those bombs are not FREE. YOU buy
them, taxpayers. IS THIS CHRISTIAN America/
Great Britain/Israel my friends? And no, don’t
give me the old “Well Canada and Australia are
right behind everything as well. Oh, well, strike me—
I could have sworn those are belonging to Great
Britain on whose empire the Sun does not set.
How intimidated is the world in general? Pretty
“gone”, readers. Right in the Philippines where they
can’t seem to catch a thief much less a few Abu
Sayyaf, the front page of the paper bears the PROUD
BRAGGING RIGHTS of a ship launching a cruise
missile. The ship is the USS PHILIPPINE SEA.
Nobody knows what to do because of outright FEAR.

This is not “of” the terrorists as named, but of the
United States and allies. That, of course IS THE
INTENT—so they have won, haven’t “they”?
Are my friends frightened, fearful and/or terrorized?
OF COURSE. And therefore I am going to make some
requests and that is that some of the “leaning” cease and desist.
I can give you good example: Al Overholt came to
Margie to ask for a tape to be made. He then wanted
to know if he could get 50 lbs. of Spelt grain. Margie
answered promptly that she didn’t know but the Spelt
probably couldn’t be sold in California and she would ask
Diane. Within the hour that was back to the Spectrum
bunch apparently and the Federal lawyer was notified and
it is now stated that Diane “is back in the business”.
The facts are that Rex is making a concerted effort
to sell the whole lot of stored grain and beans and it
most certainly has nothing whatsoever to do with Diane.
It reminds me of an old Southern game of “Snipe
Hunting”. In this game a group will get a pot of money
and the point is to take someone unsuspecting off on this
hunting jaunt. The novice is shown how to hold the bag
at ready and the rest go hunting for the Snipes. The first
one back with a Snipe wins the pot to be split with the
bag-holder. So, the group takes the prize and
themselves off—but not to hunt Snipes. The next
morning the bag-holder is still there holding the empty
bag while the others split the money and go home to bed.
This is often referred to as “Left holding the bag”
game. Well, our people are tired to breaking with “Left
holding the bag”, be it drias, colloids or bread mix.
The fact that the ONLY Spelt mill in the West
is the one at the Tehachapi farm may well be
unfortunate while every effort has been made to
SAVE it—and now, we shall have to see. We need
a couple of more months to get some relief from
here and then? We are going to hit back—HARD.
We already have several entities (companies) who are
in line to grow Spelt and we hold the seed, don’t we?
Well, I continue to have to beg help because these people
can’t do it ALL. They can’t even get out of the line of fire.
And yes, there will be a day when you who have
offered will be able to assist in other ways—but obviously,
not today in the way of choice and providing products and
services. Help us “get there” and things will look incredibly
different and better in spite of what is going on in your
world today. We do not contribute to that world and we
serve none against another. Just as the rain falls on the
just and the unjust—so too does the Sun.
By the way, there have been human CLONES for
well over half a century. I suggest you keep continual
observation on your leaders and watch the changes right
before your eyes. But, you didn’t need clones or replicas
or “look alikes” to dump those aircraft directly onto
target—it was all computerized manipulation. And by the
way, a plane downed in a crash does not scatter
particulate over a ten mile stretch with pieces no larger than
a bread loaf—it blew up in air, friends. The crashed
Pennsylvania plane was either bombed or shot down by a
missile large enough to really particulate it. Physics is quite
a simple concept just as is the science of implosions to
bring down buildings. The tops of those Trade Center
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buildings came STRAIGHT down without veering to right
or left—WATCH IT, IT WAS SHOWN TO YOU OVER
AND OVER AD NAUSEAM. THAT IS NOT FROM
AIRCRAFT IMPACT. AND, ALL THE FLAG-WAVING
YOU CAN DO WILL ONLY HIDE THE TRUTH.
BY THE WAY, DHARMA IS AN AMERICAN—
I AM NOT! THEREFORE, AFGHANISTAN’S
TRUTH IS JUST AS VALID AS IS THE U.S.—AND
THE LIES ARE EQUALLY DISTASTEFUL. I
CERTAINLY DO PARTICIPATE IN AN AMERICAN
DREAM BECAUSE THIS PROGRAM IS BASED ON
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA—TREASURY
DEPARTMENT, GUARANTEED BY THE FEDERAL
RESERVE THROUGH THE FEDERAL RESERVE
ACT OF 1913. IT WOULD SEEM REASONABLE
TO DEMAND THAT THE TREASURY DEMAND
PAYMENT FROM THAT FEDERAL RESERVE—
BUT PERHAPS THAT IS TOO LOGICAL TO BE
ACCEPTABLE—AND AFTER ALL, THE GOLD IS
IN THE NEGEV DESERT SOUTH OF TEL AVIV.
We have gone the ONE STEP FURTHER, however;
we back the whole process with nice new GOLD so
that there is no argument available to anyone including the
New Knighted States of the New World. We only need
the paperwork to keep the accounting TRANSPARENT
and without those sticky-finger games. Then, we will all
borrow against that gold so that nations and people are
no longer KILLED by usury. A new concept? No, the
OLDEST in the world. And yes, Islam uses this clean,
honorable method of banking where the laws are not
already set in cement by the International Bankers.
Can it work? Of course it can work. It can work
without even uncovering the already accomplished graft
and corruption, money laundering or kickbacks. Those
tidy-up duties rest with the nation, not our task. Further,
we will keep GOLD in the funding bank to make SURE
the funds are covered. Now that is simple enough, isn’t
it? And indeed, money-laundering laws ONLY PROTECT
US AND OUR BUSINESS—WE HAVE NOTHING TO
HIDE. Moreover, by going through legitimate business
processors, it is good business from start to finish.
The only thing that changes is that we will require
a couple of tonnes of gold to be processed before our
kick in of $400 per ounce—and we now have to change
because of added expenses with new laws and
regulations that the second tranche payback for the $400
ounce comes when gold hits $450/oz. These are bank
requirements to do that transaction. We, however, have
yet to find valid holders and no longer is a shaving for
proof acceptable for start-up. And, people, the GOLD
DEALER with all the legal permits (third party) handles
it all so that there is no fudging, especially from our side.
If the bank won’t meet the needs, then the going
price is market. And the battle lines of non-trust? The
United States of course. It is known that the Central
Bank is totally crooked and is run solely by the
IMF. It all takes TIME to work through the trust
element and, in spite of everything, WE HAVE
RECOGNIZED INTEGRITY OVER A LONG ENOUGH
PERIOD OF TIME TO MAKE A REAL DIFFERENCE.
Now I have to tell you readers that we have so much
to do that we have to spread out the paper’s news and
there is such good, exceptionally good, material as to give
us that little relief we need. It also spreads out the
acceptability by very viable contributors. In this way we
can look forward to good contributors in exchange for good
business return—once we get this program off its dime.
We are NOT some New Age, Patriot, or religious
press paper. We are a Truth in alternative format. We
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will publish with “credit” and as well with responsibility
of the authors for contributions. I can sort and
comment and we can use information for educational
purposes. You do, however, deserve support in a much
more self-beneficial way than just to babble and prattle.
A BETTER WAY HAS TO BE PLANTED AS A SEED,
NURTURED, AND GROWN. WE MUST “REPLACE”
AND “RECLAIM”, FOR THE DAMAGE IS ALREADY
PREVAILING AT EVERY TURN. IN A WORLD OF
PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION IT TAKES A SEQUENCE
OF EVENTS IN WHAT YOU CALL “TIME”.
GOD HAS BEEN QUITE PATIENT WHILE MAN
DESTROYED. NOW, IT IS TIME TO BE A BIT
PATIENT WHILE IT IS SET TO RIGHT! THOSE
CHOICES, HOWEVER, ARE YOURS ALONE. BUT
FACTS ARE, PATIENT OR IMPATIENT, IT WILL
BE AS IT WILL BE AND YOUR “OPINION” WILL
DO LITTLE TO NOTHING IF YOU DO NOT DO
SOMETHING POSITIVE TO ASSIST—OTHER
THAN BABBLE AN OPINION WHICH MAY WELL
NOT MATCH ANYONE ELSE’S.
Let us make something clear: DIANE IS NOT
BACK IN THE BUSINESS.
Diane has nothing to do with Spelt grain and
never did. New Gaia handled some of the grain
kernels and some of the bread mixes. Never was
Diane more than a “manager” of a distributing branch
of New Gaia, etc. And by the way, Rex Smith has
the option of selling the entire stock of Spelt grain.
Have I asked that grain and flour be made
available? Yes, but that does not mean that I ORDER
anything, push off responsibility onto anyone. But, if
no one wants responsibility, then the answer is very
simple indeed: DO NOT OFFER ANYTHING.
If Rex feels better to sell only through the
Nevada corporation shelter, then please do so and the
grain can go right from Nevada like everything else.
There IS NO CALIFORNIA BUSINESS! Does
everybody hear me? THERE IS NO CALIFORNIA
BUSINESS! I would suggest, however, that since
the grain is a farm product, just like eggs would be,
that it is a food and can be handled like any other
exchange. Perhaps even, a sack (or more) of grain could
be exchanged for the discs of journals held by Dr. Al.
Any products that we may have made available will
just have to become unavailable as far as we are
concerned, from this attachment. I will no longer ask
such a burden on my friends and yes, family associates.
Consider it OVER. I’m sure there are other ways and
means, all nicely approved and legal, to handle this but
no longer will my team have to struggle before the
Federal judges on trumped-up charges and fraudulent
documents. And yes, we do know who filed those
charges and it shall be countered—depend on it.
Now, I will tell you something perhaps you have
misunderstood before. All those colloids were
approved by and through us by Dr. Young, holder of
a Ph.D. in “electrical engineering”. The colloiding
technique is very definitely “electrical” in every way,
shape and form. The colloids in point were MADE by
Norey Latona and Charles Neil, both qualified engineertype persons, or at the least presented as same.
There is absolutely NOTHING other than totally
NATURAL in any Dria product.
The other product under consideration for
questioning was the “Parasite” cleansing kit which is, at
best, a product as presented by established and accepted
parasite cleansers—even as offered by Spectrum’s Mayan
Shaman. The only difference in products is in the

fiber which we insisted be partially Spelt fiber.
Now, if you want to take this one further, note
please, that THAT product, that “kit” if you will, was
established to assist those with Gulf War Syndrome
which was parasitic in origin. That was due to desert
sand fleas in the gulf area of the Gulf War which
speaks for itself. That was established and actually
paid for by one, Dr. Pierré Cloutier and offered
through a large discount to those veteran victims who
wanted to try it to see if there would be help.
Others found the kit exceptionally effective to rid the
body of parasites—period, end of medical discussion.
It is good to note that Dr. Cloutier did join with
Young-Latona to publish the Wisdom of the Rays
books which were a direct extraction from the
original Rainbow Masters, a Phoenix Journal.
In Spectrum issue of February 2000 (Vol. 1, No. 9)
almost a whole issue of the paper was presented by
Young-Latona as to the glories of Silver Colloid and even
as to how to make colloidalizing apparatus with parts
from Radio Shack as well as how to get other
equipment, the silver wires, etc. The issue carried
all the information now questioned as to all the
microbes vanquished by “just” silver colloid.
That information had long been available in
hundreds of different places and utilized by ourselves
as well as having been verified information from such
as textbooks, etc. as to the harmlessness of colloids
in every instance as well as inability to “overdose”.
I always made and still make absolutely NO CLAIM
TO CURES OR EVEN HEALING. AT BEST A
“THING” IS ONLY A HELPFUL “TOOL”.
However, we are not here to make games for the
adversary and self-described “turncoat” enemies.
Why would the old CONTACT team want to STEAL
“CONTACT”? Well, Dr. Watson, it is quite simple indeed.
After cutting all ties with the GAIA project,
program and corporation, it was then quite obvious
there was a bad error in calculations.
So, the little team of miscreants hijacked the paper
and did in fact steal the mailing lists, subscriber funds
and lists as well as take over the facilities—on the
basis that somehow “Hatonn had handed over the
paper 100% into the hands of Dr. Ed Young”. That did
not sell—and the law entered the picture in behalf of
CONTACT, so the decision was made to raise enough
money from old CONTACT people and new friends to do
the new paper. They promised a weekly paper and of
course stated that Hatonn said there would plenty of
funds and everything that could be needed.
No, the weekly paper is now a second week of the
month—monthly tabloid. Fine, EXCEPT, the ones at
SPECTRUM still claim “I” write for them and continue to
run Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn writings even after my
asking that they cease and desist. THEY FURTHER
FAIL TO IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WHILE CLAIMING
TO BE “LIGHTED” RECEIVERS. Balder Squash.
The real reason to have needed CONTACT, however,
is because in the fully noticed will of Russell Herman,
$40 million was bequeathed to CONTACT. Any way you
try to spell “spectrum” it doesn’t add up—does it?
Now, Margie went to Spectrum’s office to get the
back issue of the Silver colloid issue and was told most
ungraciously, No, never, and get out. She was also
slammed with us having “hurt them so badly”. WE have
hurt THEM? I would suggest that international Internet
misinformation, disinformation and outright lies from them
speak otherwise while, in the meanwhile, we have NO
INTEREST IN THEM OR THEIRS AT ALL.
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No, this is NOT OVER. By no means is it
OVER. However, it will wait its proper sequence
while we focus on getting THIS GAIA job done.
Terror has come in all shapes and sizes but the
actual “doing” is the painful confrontation.
So, yes indeed, I do ask right here and now: Please,
get some copies of that issue of SPECTRUM and I ask
that information be given right here as to how to do that.
[The SPECTRUM, 9101 West Sahara Ave., PMB158,
Las Vegas, NV 89117, 1-877-280-2866 (or P.O. Box
1567, Tehachapi, CA 93581, 661-823-9696),
www.TheSpectrumNews.org;E-mail:
thespectrum@tminet.com] We do not use the
information to hurt anyone; it was an excellent issue
and extremely well researched and presented. But, as
a paper, it is public domain if the fee is paid.
WHAT IS THIS NEW GAME? What all do you
suppose SPECTRUM IS HIDING? They get every
CONTACT through whatever sources, smile,
without paying a cent and actually use it in their
interviews, etc. Don’t we find that quite interesting?
By the way, as to any advertising materials? There
was a licensed herbalist (Ph.D. actually), several holistic
healers and as well, a licensed physician, two registered
nurses and a Chiropractor who did the product
segments. WHERE ARE THEY NOW? Wouldn’t
everyone want to know? We had full-time accounting
and bookkeeping out of Las Vegas and that got dumped
as well. Is everyone having fun yet? Well, no, we are
not having “fun” but there is joy in the realization that we
are recognizing truth and the facts of life among the
greedy ego-crowd. Even the corporations got so
skewed by “takers” that it has been all but impossible to
sort the mess. In addition to that, all the important files
were taken when the offices were taken as well as in the
moving around, Federal Raids which got the hard drives
of all the computers, etc.—it is quite a circumstance.
We made agreements with the Spectrum
“bunch” which were not kept for even one day, by
them. They demanded “their” corporations which
had been paid for regularly by the Institute, as it
turned out to be—so they could hide their income
payments. Fine, except that now I wonder just
how that works? They even turned in CONTACT
to the IRS and that took Mr. Christie some time to
sort that one out. CONTACT has run in deficit
since inception while the bill arrived to the tune of
thousands of dollars. That had to come directly
from that source and Mr. Moorhead who was
working AT Nevada Corporate Headquarters.
Now I believe if you check, you will find one of
Mr. Christie’s corporation holdings in a major classaction suit—against him. This has nothing to do with
us but indeed we do get tired of the ongoing assaults
by people who only gained in their association with us.
Friends, THAT is LIFE and yes, it IS realized that just
because you are right does not mean that you will
receive any kind of justice. But, now, aren’t we all
grateful in THIS game that we have done things
RIGHT, even when it would have been easier to
take the easy way OUT? WE HAVE EARNED
OUR WINGS. Do you now understand: WE ARE
THE LIGHT, THE WAY AND THE WORD!
Hearts weep, yea even for SELF, for after all, we
are not nuts, you must understand. The human heart
hurts in the midst of sorrow and pain and the eyes
run over with tears in response. That does NOT
mean that the MIND dies or quits; it simply means that
a human being is mortal—mind is immortal.
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LET US TURN TO ISLAM
AND ANY OTHER “RELIGION”

MAN DESTROYS what he can to suit his own
needs, good readers—every time he gets a chance. He
covers his sins in a cloak of religion in the name of God.
Oh my goodness, by the time Man is through there is no
resemblance to God or Righteousness.
There were criminal acts in New York City and
Washington D.C. but the surprise was not an actual
terroristic expression. The impact was hideous, horrific,
terrible and now results in “terror”, aided and perpetuated
by around-the-clock telling you to be terrified. What you
are doing in Afghanistan and to your own people is
TERRORISM! YOU NOW STALK YOUR PREY WHO
CAN ONLY CRAWL FROM HOLE TO HOLE WHILE
YOU SHOOT AT THEM LIKE DUCKS OR A FOX
BEFORE THE HOUNDS. YOU ARE A PACK OF
HUNTERS WITH MISSILES AND SMART BOMBS
USING ALL THE MILITARY TOYS YOU HAVE BEEN
ITCHING FOR YEARS TO TRY OUT ON SOMEONE.
Is this OK? Well, if it is fine with you, then it is
your business and perhaps you can come to some
measure of peace within self. Is a Taliban baby
somehow less a baby? A deaded baby in the eyes of
God is quite sacred, good readers, no matter what color
of the skin. A baby in a helpless circumstance is
decidedly more precious unto GOD, and “just doing your
job” in the murder brigade is not acceptable—to God.
You can’t make restitution for that loss, good buddies.
Therefore, be very, very careful about your “taking
forgiveness” for granted because someone ELSE says
you are on the “right side” because you are bigger and
armed with bigger weapons of mass destruction. Those
weapons of mass destruction should have been removed
from your closets a long time ago, don’t you think?
Don’t fool yourselves by the stance of Israel in all
this, for you are but playing around and butchering
goyim so “what the heck”. But you had better know
something, readers: In that Negev Desert in Israel are
stashes of gold to beat the records. Stored right
there along side NUCLEAR weapons enough to blow
away the people on the globe. Now, that just happens
to be the way it IS. This is certainly not to be unkind
to nice Judean-lineaged people.
Mr. Bush has not gone to war—YOUR LOVED
ONES HAVE GONE TO COMMIT MURDER AND
MAYHEM—WORSE YET, IN THE NAME OF GOD!
I again mention gold? Well, you have to understand
that you Americans could not demand your payments or
currency trades in gold or silver—but foreign nations
could always demand payment in precious metals—
like GOLD. Trillions of dollars in Gold was shifted
off right through that program—right to Israel
and those are facts, undisputed. And so, consider
Armageddon. It is time you look carefully at a
global map and check your location status.
I will close by asking you to “walk in another’s shoes”
before you pronounce them to Hell. BE that mother in
Kabul and see if you don’t feel just a tad different—neither
she nor the child was anywhere near New York and Wall
Street where the money brokers dwell and manipulate a
world into poverty. Try it, YOU WILL NOT LIKE IT.
I would offer you Love and Light, but that too
has become a passe’ speaking which usually means
nothing at all except a signoff as is “yours truly”.
I salute you and yes indeed, you ARE my
“friend”.—GCH
dharma
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Prophecies Are At Our Door,
Including Armageddon
10/11/01—#1 (15-056)
RE: STATE OF THE ART (OF WAR—NOT
REVELATIONS). MECHANISMS OF CONTROL
FREEDOM OF SPEECH;
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS.
I ask that if you don’t have your list of
PROTOCOLS of THE LEARNED ELDERS OF
ZION—get them out in front of you now and keep
them there for your daily reference, so you aren’t
surprised when the Feds come to your door with
their assault weapons drawn and pointed—at YOU.
You can now tick off the accomplishments
right down that manifesto listing.
Globally, you have a shut-down of news and are
limited to what the orchestrated media is given
permission to show or tell or print and it squeezes
down daily—“for national security reasons, of
course”—and to hide the murders of already
starving people in the landing spots of the “smart
bombs” (that bomb U.N. civilians, no less).
By the way, how many of you noticed the
scatter bombs falling by the hundreds from stealth
craft? Did you think that a stupid waste? Well,
it is now speculated or “leaked” that that was a
“landmine” clearing technique in preparation for
the special forces entry.
Wow, what a wonderment! One plane with
lasers can clear every mine on the field in one burst
set on scatter-wave. Those mines are numbered
and mapped, silly kiddies. There is capability of
lock-on pin-point detonation using invisible frequency
systems so that the lasers don’t show up as “light”.
Now, some of you want to talk about crop
circles, especially new ones near “radio” systems for
“alien contact”. Don’t hold your breath, chelas.
That is foolishly primitive, even in expectation.
The satellite systems are monitored through those
“dishes” and it is about the very “last” method
any extraterrestrial would need to use.
Moreover, just as you can set scatter lasers,
you can paint a whole computer picture on your
board, fire one set of beams and present one fine
“crop picture”. Twist the crop stalks just a tad
by circular motion lasers and you have your
shadowing. It does NOT require alien craft.
And most certainly the aliens would be smart
enough to NOT put such nonsense near those
broadcasting and receiving dishes.
I don’t know whose side you might choose to put
self as to speculation—but KNOW that the technology
being used today, from cloning to craft, is a perfected
system for at least 25 years OR LONGER.
Look at your night-vision equipment these days

where you have cameras which can actually see
better and target better than in day-vision
circumstances. This allows targeting with
technology so simple as to be pathetic in “the kill”.
You guys after somebody called bin Laden are
going to turn that man into another Jesus Christ—
and you don’t even seem to recognize the players
involved. Moreover, you are going to KILL
thousands of children in the “Russian Winter”
coming up very shortly. Remember you are
talking Afghanistan, not tropical Manila. Those
children are already orphaned and naked, shoeless
and foodless—now you will humanitarianly freeze
them to death because they have no way to get
heat and nothing with which to cover themselves.
So, beat your patriotic breasts, wave your flags
and “demand justice” from some helpless victim
targets and see if it saves your world.
You are IN Armageddon and don’t even
seem to see it.
What do I expect you to do? Expect? Nothing.
Suggest? Keep your head down, don’t bugger the
trigger-fingers, and STAY ALIVE as comfortably
and as well as you can—in whatever freedom you
can BARGAIN. EXAMPLES will be made of any
who struggle against this new “terrorist” regime
called the New World. There is now no
Constitutional LAW, kiddies; it went with the
“emergency” and the “War Powers Act”.
I suggest you get as good a shelter as you can
manage and keep it ready but don’t advertise and
certainly don’t have an emotional breakdown.
Do I suggest you bargain-deal with your
enemies? Of course. We need to stay alive, as
free as is possible to even go about our daily
survival. WE DO NOT FIGHT CITY HALL OR
ANY OTHER VIPER-OCTOPUS. WE ARE NOT
AT WAR. WE ARE ONLY ABOUT CREATING
A BETTER WAY. IF MAN DOESN’T WANT
THAT BETTER WAY, SO BE IT—THEN
OTHER THINGS KICK INTO GEAR BUT
THAT IS NOT OF OUR DOING.
If you must PLEA-BARGAIN, fine, and then
give no further cause to even be questioned.
That is exactly what we plan to do in our own
programs—give no cause to annoy the enemies.
We will confront when appropriate—those who are
simply evil little humans living in greed and egotrappings. We have no need, no wish nor any
animosity toward anyone, including whoever you
might choose to be YOUR ENEMY. Be very
careful, for we do not incite to do anything, except
to get informed. The minute you try to live by the
sword, now the gun, you can count on dying by that
sword or gun. You have to do business in such a
way as even your enemy can find a “way out”.
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Good (and evil) is that which is IN THE
HEART WITHIN. “Intent” toward the action of
good or evil is the choice at hand. And, chelas,
sometimes it pays to switch rather than fight if
evil actions are not present in your activities or
intent. When you understand this you will have
far fewer sleepless nights. Anyone can pick up
a gun and GET KILLED, but freedom comes
from CREATING A BETTER WAY—without
that gun. And by the way, you can use that
sword to cut your bread—not your neighbor.
Never mind the plowshares—you have grown
enough to expect tractors, my friends.
Anyone can win a game if only he knows the
rules. Sometimes you have to be shrewd enough to
learn the rules and QUIETLY use them.
Furthermore: USE THE RULES AVAILABLE
UNDER THE LAW. GOD IS ABUNDANCE;
WHY DO YOU ALWAYS MAKE HIM BEG?
HE DOESN’T EXPECT YOU TO BEG OF
HIM—SIMPLY ASK. TOGETHER YOU AND
HE WILL FIND A SOLUTION—EVEN IF IT
APPEARS OTHERWISE IN THE MOMENT.
I have chosen to speak on these things so that
you can better understand how difficult it is to
always protect our very project and program
AND try on the fortune-teller prophecy garb.
The prophecies are arrived, my friends, and if you
can’t see it as it was planned for lo, the
generations—then clean your glasses.
The program has to go as prophesied in those old
books presented in ancient times: BECAUSE THAT
IS THE WAY IT WAS/IS PLANNED AND YOU
WOULD ACCEPT NO OTHER POSSIBILITIES.
Whatever comes will be custom-made to fit those
visions of the “end times”, readers, with all the
gore, blood and destruction evil can muster.
You have now lost your freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. People will now be
arrested and hanged in violation of national
security regulations for leaking information. Will
the journalists put up with it? Well, of course.
In addition, the governments right from the
President down (in all nations) have declared that
all will be SECRET. To protect what and whom?
Well, of course—THEM. Bitch about it—and
you WILL be shot as a traitor.
Why have they pretty much left “ME” alone?
Because of many things—but one reason is I
won’t lie to you. This is the way things ARE,
readers—and at the moment, the big stick is in
Satan’s drawing room. Funny thing: You can
force Man to be evil but you cannot force him to
be good—because “goodness” is a state of being
and that requires SOUL. The adversary can,
however, force a Good man to do Bad acts. It
is not even a contradiction in terms.
A paper has been sent requesting my comments
and yes, I will ask that the text be shared, copied
here if you will. There is nothing NEW about the
material you will read here and anywhere I might
make exception is so small as to offer no argument
or correction—including the “so-called aliens”.
There is a lot to be attended regarding Reticulum
(I and II) as to Zeta of the same classifications.

I will tell you that “there are” just as there “are”
Atmospherians offshore Cebu, Philippines. I will
not jeopardize any program or person by more
conversations on the topic at THIS TIME. We
wrote and I spoke openly about these things and
people. It is now time for CONFIRMATION
and/or at least food for thought on a very basic
physical observation point.
[QUOTING Dr. Rich Boylan, “Prediction Now
Timely”. Via e-mail from friendly senders.
Received 10/11/01 Thank you, Jerry:]
2000 PREDICTION NOW TIMELY
I am reissuing this posting 11 months later,
because it appears that certain predictions are
now occurring.—Richard Boylan, Ph.D.
Latest Briefing from high-level National Security
Informant 11/26/00 by Richard Boylan, Ph.D.
He emerged from his vehicle in the parking lot
of a fancy hotel near the shoreline, attired in dresscasual clothes with sunglasses, thrust out his hand,
and said, “Hi! I’m [Z]” (name withheld in this
dispatch). With that, I met face-to-face with one of
the highest-level informants in the U.S. National
Security network. What follows are extracts from
our three-hours-long conversation.
“Z” was deeply concerned about current events
in the Middle East. He said the National Security
community considers that the place where soon war
could break out which would engulf not only the
Middle East, drawing in not only Syria, Iraq, Jordan,
and possibly Egypt, Turkey and Iran, but also draw
in larger powerful states such as India and Russia.
Then, with India’s attention diverted, China
could march into areas of India it considers
within its sphere of influence.
The Western Powers would have to respond,
and global war would become a reality.
He said that the Intelligence community expects
a major terrorist strike within the United States this
Winter, most likely a biological warfare agent
dispersed across a city of note, or even a nuclear
weapon detonated. He noted grimly that 18 Soviet
nuclear warheads have gone missing, and are
most likely in terrorist hands now. He considered
anthrax the most likely biowarfare agent to be
used, but allowed as that there are other killer
microbes available to the terrorists also. He said
terrorist groups are within the U.S. now.
[H: Please keep in mind that this is a “reprint”.]
Z stated that the U.S. is quietly on ThreatCon
Delta, the equivalent of the Pentagon’s wartime
DefCon 4 (active war) alert status. ThreatCon
Delta is the highest level of civilian threat alert
condition, because biological or nuclear incidents are
considered likely to occur at any time now. Because
of ThreatCon Delta, classified sections of the
National Security are considered likely to occur at
any time now. Because of ThreatCon Delta,
classified sections of the National Security Act
(amended) and secret Presidential National Security
Directives have become activated. “Did you know,” Z
asked me, “that the President is not in charge now?
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“FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management
Agency] IS!”
I replied that that is
unconstitutional. Z replied that the classified laws
and NSD Directives make it legal. We discussed
installations that are all stocked and staffed and
prepared to take in a certain portion of the
population in the event of a disaster or terrorist
strike happening. Such installations include one
under the Kansas City stadium, with a capacity to
take care of one million selected persons. Many
such installations exist and are ready to go.
There is also a “shadow government”, Z told
me, with substitute President, Vice-President,
Cabinet officers, heads of Senate and Congress,
Supreme Court Justices and other top
governmental officials ready to function if
disaster strikes “topside”. Thus he confirmed
earlier leaked reports about a secret Continuityof-Government plan. He also confirmed that the
“REX Exercise” authorized by President Reagan
was a dry-run dress rehearsal of the taking over
of command of the government, legislature and courts
by the unelected shadow government, implemented,
if necessary, by federalized FEMA troops.
Z then got down to the more exotic areas of
mutual interest. He confirmed the previouslyanecdotal story about President Nixon’s having
taken then-famous television star Jackie Gleason
to Homestead Air Force Base, Florida, and
showed him the corpses of Zeta Reticulan (Grey)
crewmen retrieved from a UFO crash. Z said
that he, too, had viewed those bodies. He
indicated that the Bilderberg Council (a
transnational elite world-policy-planning group
comprised of heads of some governments and
multinational corporations) interacts with “The
Nine”, a group of extraterrestrial representatives
from a Council of Coordination for many cosmic
super-civilizations in contact with Earth. Phyllis
Schlemmer spoke of this in her classic book, The
Only Planet of Choice. Schlemmer herself
occasionally is a channel for The Nine.
Z also confirmed what black-projects defense
industry insider Edgar Rothschild Fouche wrote
about in his recent book, Alien Rapture: the
existence of the TR3-B, a large triangular
antigravity craft within the U.S. antigravity fleet.
This fleet also includes: the B-2 Stealth Bomber,
made by Northrop, the Lockheed X-22A two-man
antigravity disc, the large space-faring Nautilus,
manufactured by Boeing and EU’s Airbus
Industries, Northrop’s discoid craft, and the XH75D or “XH Shark” antigravity helicopter, made
by Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical Corporation of
San Diego. Here is what Z had to say about the
TR3-B triangular antigravity craft.
“TR3-B. This is the code name for what
everyone on Earth has seen. It is a very large
triangular-shaped re-entry vehicle with anti-gravity.
It is what the November issue of Popular
Mechanics identified as the Lenticular Reentry
Vehicle, a nuclear-powered flying saucer, the first
version of which went operational in 1962. [The
version Popular Mechanics illustrated.]
“It was used in Gulf War’s early hours with
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electromagnetic-pulse/laser cannons. It literally sat
mid-air, firing long-, medium-, short-range to take out
antennas, towers, communications, air traffic control
towers, TV dishes and centers, etc. For three
hours, these three triangles [TR3-Bs] just sat there
blowing up everything in sight. Then the Stealth
fighters had fun for the rest of the day into the early
evening next night. Then [followed] carpet
bombings from high altitude B-52 Strato-Fortresses.
They dumped all the old, aged Vietnam-era crap
[munitions]; a third blew up, the rest [were] duds.
“Anyway, the TR3-B has been in testing since the
‘60s. BUT it has only been perfected for the last 8
years (1992). It is a good remake of what Truman
first saw [the Roswell semi-circular craft]. It is
compartmentalized, built by the Skunk Works
[Lockheed-Martin’s classified plant at Palmdale, CA]
and Boeing. It is housed in Utah. Remember
Utah?” Z was reminding me of his earlier revelation
that the U.S. Space Command has located its prime
headquarters and antigravity space-launch fleet
facility beneath the tallest mountain in the
Wasatch Range east of Salt Lake City, Utah.
[H: Yes indeedy, and there is another one in
the mountains accross the way from the old
Robber’s Roost Ranch looking from the front
stoop. Perhaps you should think of that in
dealing over and about that ranch, E.J. That is
why we wanted the site for the motion picture
that was underway until both A.C. and Wally
Gentleman left us. A.C. was helped along by
medical errors, Wally from a broken heart that
without the ranch backup the Sipapu might never
get finished. It is called “easy access”.]
“This is the end of that story. This is what
people have seen, which I could safely estimate
more than 90% of the times. The other 10% is
what you seek, the real! [Extraterrestrial UFOs].”
I politely disagreed with Z’s estimate, since I
doubted that the U.S. antigravity fleet was numerous
enough to account for the hundreds of daily sightings.
But I thanked him for all his information, and for so
graciously driving a distance to rendezvous with me.
I certainly hope that the destructive incidents
that the current ThreatCon Delta alert is set for
do not happen. But I also believe that the
American public has a right to know what I have
learned.—Richard Boylan, Ph.D., LLC
[H: I will leave it to MM as to whether or not
he should run the other information regarding this
party.] [MM: included at the end of this writing]
[END OF QUOTING]
* * *
The next we will offer but without further
personal information as to source. Let’s just
offer it as is, please.
THIS WAS WRITTEN BY AN AMERICAN
AIRLINES PILOT WHO IS IN THE U.S.
NAVY RESERVES.
[QUOTING Wed., October 10, 2001:]
I want to tell you a few things about this
tragedy [Twin Tower event] from an airline/
military pilots perspective. First off, about 80
percent of the nations airline pilots are ex-military,
many are combat vets, the captains from Vietnam

and first officers from Desert Storm and allied force.
This could never happen again; let me explain.
During the 1960s race to put a man on the Moon,
NASA had a tragedy, an Apollo space ship burned on
the launch pad with 3 men strapped inside. In the
hearing that followed, the lead NASA engineer was
asked how it happened, and he replied “imagination”.
He went on to explain that the engineers at
NASA never imagined that the oxygen they
flooded the capsule with prior to launch could be
ignited by a spark from a piece of Velcro.
Last week a tragedy happened because no one
in the entire aviation industry could have imagined
that terrorists would hijack 4 aircraft and use them
as cruise missiles. We were trained extensively on
hijacking in training at American [Airlines]; our
training was industry standardized so I know all
airline pilots received essentially the same message.
If you are hijacked, you comply with the hijackers
demands to the extent necessary to get the jet on the
ground and minimize the loss of life. That strategy has
proven correct over the past 40 years and saved
hundreds of lives; last week it killed thousands.
I just finished 5 days flying the line domestically.
I volunteered to fly and was co-pilot on the second
American flight to take off from Miami when flight
operations resumed. I can report to you that the
aviation system in America is the safest it’s been in
history, and I can tell you that no American/U.S.
airliner will ever be successfully hijacked again.
Airline Pilots will never permit it.
[H: This man is a real macho dreamer,
but then, “imagination” has done a lot of
damage elsewhere too.]
After flying empty aircraft the first day, I slowly
saw the number of passengers increase, and spent
hours talking to them and reassuring them. I want
everyone in the unit to keep the following
recommendations in mind. When you fly, allow 3 hours
at the airport for check in, leave any type of tool or
weapon (especially a pocket knife) at home, my flight
engineer had a hole punch taken away from him at a
security check point in Philly yesterday.
Don’t kid around at all about hijacking at the airport
or on the aircraft (I know that seems obvious but
people say weird things when they’re nervous). When
you’re in flight, wear your set belt tightly unless you’re
making a head call. Don’t drink, any type of disorderly
conduct is going to result in a felony arrest.
If a hijacking is attempted, the second choice
for the pilots is to break every bone in the
hijacker’s body through a series of positive and
negative “g” maneuvers (hence the Seattle).
The first thing they’ll do if the altitude is sufficient
is depressurize the aircraft rendering everyone
unconscious; we can turn off the oxygen to the cabin
from the cockpit, then the first officer will enter the
cabin on a portable O2 bottle and kill the hijackers
(with a fire extinguisher or similar blunt object) while
the captain lands at the nearest suitable field.
By the time you wake up (and you’ll be
absolutely fine, airplanes have depressurized before)
the terrorist will be dead; we have no choice but to
kill them in order to prevent a possible situation back
on the ground. I have talked with dozens of
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pilots the past 5 days; our resolve in this matter
is firm; most would relish the opportunity.
Contrary to the reports on the news, we can
effectively stop an attempted aircraft takeover, we
simply didn’t realize that it was necessary; until last
week we saved more lives by complying with hijacker
demands; we’ll not make that mistake again.
Bin Laden changes his strategy each time. I
seriously doubt he’d ever try this particular type
of attack again. I obviously fly for a living, but
I would not hesitate to put my family on an aircraft
today; it is truly the safest I have ever seen it.
As many of us are activated, we’ll have to
fly on commercial airliners. We will all be safe;
please keep the few pointers I provided in mind.
With God’s help we’ll win this war.
[END OF QUOTING]
* * *
Ah indeed, macho men!
Flying might well be the safest it has ever
been—but when you know the facts, it has never
really be safe—just pretty lucky is more like it.
Ask Rodney Stich from Unfriendly Skies.
But, that is NOT the problem and no matter
HOW MACHO the pilots may be—IF THE
PLANE IS NOT IN HIS CONTROL, HE WILL
NOT “CONTROL” IT. IT WILL GO WHERE
IT IS PROGRAMMED TO GO—RIGHT TO
THE TARGET.
Bin Laden didn’t make these plans so why would
it be suggested he would or would not “change” them?
No, I don’t want to be a wet blanket and I
certainly KNOW that some of you HAVE TO FLY if
you are going anywhere. There are no terrorists on the
globe worse than the ones after you—NOW.
Will YOU object? NOT FOR LONG. And yes
indeed, indeed, indeed, it is far better to be wise and
LIVE TO ACT ANOTHER DAY. GOD AND
RIGHT NEED NO MORE MARTYRS—JUST LIVE
PEOPLE BUILDING A BETTER WAY.
It is said that Church and State must not mix
and that Politics and Religion should not be mixed.
I find that an interesting concept in a “logical”
mind—Politics and Religion ARE THE SAME
THING! And, a State without SPIRITUAL
foundation of goodness, IS WHAT YOU HAVE
NOW. Can, then, it get worse? Yes. Therefore,
I must request strongly that my teams do NOTHING
foolish, and that includes ongoing legal matters with big
decisions to be made about the most expeditious way
to handle same. Just make sure you arrange to keep
the passports clear for most will want, at some time, to
fly the friendly skies. All else amounts to NAUGHT.
I can assure you that we will and can work with
whatever is dealt us. I do, however, suggest that you
always move with the least disruption, for we need
to move on through these foolish times of “getcha”
just to spite the face and play the lawyer games.
If “they” demand something of you—give
them two. Remember, Esu said: If a man
demands your coat give him also your cloak.
Now, go to bed and get a good night’s sleep, please,
for we have much to do before we rest again.
Salu, GOD is with you and so, blessed are ye, GCH
Dharma
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EFFECTS ON HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS
AND SPIRITUALITY OF THE UPCOMING
ANNOUNCEMENT OF UFO REALITY
By Richard J. Boylan, Ph.D., posted 11/21/99
(Dr. Richard J. Boylan is a Ph.D.
behavioral scientist, Associate Professor of
Psychology at Chapman University, clinical
hypnotherapist, consultant, researcher, and
author of four books and numerous articles.
He is a consultant to persons exploring
personal growth and transformation issues,
and ET and other anomalous experiences.
His research investigations have included:
human encounters with extraterrestrials,
parapsychological/psychic experiences, lifestage growth factors, and societal
implications of contact with cosmic cultures.)
Psychology and anthropology provide illumination
and prediction about the effects on humanity of the
public disclosure of extraterrestrial contact. Let us
begin this examination of the effects of extraterrestrial
contact, starting from the “pre-contact”, natural, selfcentered perspective from which we humans tend to
operate. Along the long chain of evolution from simple
primate to homo sapiens, it is widely accepted that the
point at which our evolution passed from pre-human (or
proto-human) to fully human, was at the point at which
man became conscious. Webster’s defines “conscious”
as meaning: “perceiving, apprehending, or noticing with
a degree of controlled thought or observation”, and
“capable of or marked by thought, will, design, or
perception”. Inherent in these definitions is the idea
that consciousness is self-awareness that is under the
control of the aware person. While modern
comparative psychologists have conceded that the
faculty of consciousness is not limited to humans, but
also shared to some degree by other animal and even
plant life, it is the degree to which humans are selfconscious, purposefully reflective, and able to elaborate
our ideas into complex actions and new creations,
which marks our distinctive consciousness. When we
scan the other members of the animal kingdom, we
have almost universally arrived at the conclusion that
we are, perhaps through no merit of our own, at the
pinnacle of animate life. What places us at the pinnacle
of animate life, we deduce, is precisely the
consciousness which enables us to step back and
evaluate all other orders and species, and arrive at the
conclusion that none is as conscious as we are. And
we act upon this superiority-consciousness: We treat
other species as inferior, and obviously here for our use
and domination. We ride horses. We butcher cows. We
pen up gorillas in our zoological gardens for our
amusement or education. We eat chickens and fish.
We keep birds in cages, and confine cats to our homes,
as companions. And aside from the anomaly of the
“neurotic” Venus fly-trap, we hardly give plant life
any thought about its consciousness at all.
Naturally, we equate our superior consciousness
with superior intelligence. Because of the apparently
unique way in which we are aware, we conclude that
the way we process information and organize data

makes us the most intelligent species of all. Whales
may have bigger brain mass, but no whale has ever
produced a Lamborghini, we proudly point out. And
again, because we place ourselves at the pinnacle of
not only consciousness, but also intelligence, we
assume that the rest of the less-bright natural order
is putty in our hands, to be manipulated by our
intelligence into useful and creative forms.
Human consciousness, we further surmise, is
inherently an individual matter. Each of us has our
own thoughts, plans and imaginations. We have
individual control of these, and derive security from
the idea that our thoughts are our own. Our cultural
behavior is built around these assumptions. As an
example, consider the reaction of a 14-year-old girl
when she discovers that her parents have been
reading her diary. But it is not that way with every
culture on Earth. (And it most certainly is not that
way with off-planet cultures contacting us.)
There is a tribe in the East Indies whose first ritual
in the morning is to gather after awakening, and then
each member of the tribe shares their dreams of the
night before. The content of these dreams is seen as
a valued shared resource, to be made use of by the
entire tribe for instruction, prediction, and understanding.
How different from the jealously-guarded individual
thought domains of individuals in Western culture!
Since psychologists and anthropologists generally
agree that the natural condition of humankind is social
interdependence, it follows that modern
hyperindividualism of consciousness may be seen as
unnatural and dysfunctional. Put more strongly, we
humans cannot attain our highest and best potential
while we cage ourselves in cells of rugged
individualism. The extraterrestrials (ETs) accomplish
their communication telepathically. Furthermore,
because of the shared, radiating-outward quality of
telepathy, ETs operate in a collective mind-field, a sort
of shared mental “commons”, just as the Boston
Commons is a physical shared meeting ground.
Because of their heritage of operating in a shared mindfield, the ETs have developed cultures which emphasize
collective purpose, group will, and the presumption of
mutual support and aid. Furthermore, the ETs’ degree
of collective consciousness has opened them up to the
presence of consciousness throughout the universe and
in all things, to a greater or lesser degree. Additionally,
the ETs have a metaphysics which seems to hold that
consciousness is at the foundation of the universe as its
Supreme Source. Thus, one impact on the traditional
cultures of the Western industrialized societies will be
a radical revision in the way we look at consciousness.
As we humans develop more experience in dealing
with the extraterrestrials’ consciousness, we will
have to abandon what we will come to see as our
distorted view of consciousness as completely
individual. We will have to expand our understanding
to create a permissive context for shared mental
communication and group consciousness to be
allowed to take place among us. Events which
formerly were restricted to the province of psychics
and the paranormal, such as reading another
person’s mind, will become commonplace. But even
more, such consciousness-sharing will not be seen
as socially impolite. In the mental “commons”, no
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one is an intruder, and all have a place.
The transformative implications of this paradigm
shift should not be missed. Just as at a nude beach,
visual openness among people tends to create a social
spirit of relaxedness and trust, even more so will a
mental openness and exchange foster attitudes of
mutual acceptance and respect, appropriate trust, and
the abandonment of interpersonal behavior based on
misuse of power and deception. In a telepathic mindfield commons, there is no place to hide dark thoughts
of greed, hate, aggression and deception. Social
collective consciousness exerts a pressure on the
individual to abandon such thoughts, and operate in
ways that work together for the greater good of all.
Our assumption about being at the pinnacle of
evolutionary development, because of our highlydeveloped consciousness and intelligence, is due for a
rude revision, when the reality of extraterrestrial contact
emerges into public awareness. The consciousness of
the extraterrestrials is not only arrayed more
distributively than ours, it appears to be, on the average,
much more developed. Features of such advanced
consciousness development include: less reliance on
material artifacts, greater reliance on metaphysical and
spiritual perspectives in planning and decision-making,
treating individual beings and planets from an integrated
systems perspective, and an appropriate subordination
of their motivations and will to ethical and spiritual
considerations derived from awareness of the intrinsic
sacredness of all creation. Extraterrestrial intelligence
is certainly not only greater than ours, but arrayed
differently. Using human IQ as an inadequate but
understandable yardstick, I have estimated the
intelligence of the most prevalent visiting ET race at an
average of “300 IQ”. Of course, the ways that the
ETs are intelligent are almost certainly different than
our form of intelligence. And their intelligence,
operating in conjunction with their advanced
consciousness, develops much more thorough,
systemic and integrated comprehension and problemsolving than is common in human intelligence.
Therefore, another paradigm shift which awaits us
is the lowering of ourselves from the pedestal of
creation’s peak, and instead to place ourselves in a
more modest but more accurate position somewhere
along the spectrum of intelligent conscious lifeforms.
A corollary revision of human thinking involves the
realization of the cosmic dimensions of the community
of intelligent life. We humans will have to make the
leap of awareness that, not only are we not the only
intelligent, conscious life in the universe, but that such
intelligent consciousness is common, and widely
distributed among star systems. Further revision of
perspective will be needed as we come to see that
intelligence and consciousness form a community in
the universe. This community is not just due to the
common sharing of intelligence and consciousness,
but more radically, due to the nature of intelligent
consciousness as the core underpinning constituent
of the universe. Further, that consciousness is
intrinsic to the nature of matter and energy.
Another revisionist area for humans will be
the erstwhile assumption that each of us is a
personal uniqueness, consisting of a unique
consciousness/personhood/soul, operating in one
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unique lifetime. The extraterrestrials know better.
While each of us is unique in the sense that we are
not interchangeable clones, our uniqueness is not
derived from separateness from the community and
collective consciousness. For it is only within such
community and collective consciousness, that we derive
our awareness of being, our understanding of our
special role and contribution, our sense of a heritage
from which we are derived, and our sense of a future
into which we can take our personal and community
efforts. The individual person has no meaning divorced
from the community of origin and community of
participation. The extraterrestrial cultures have long
since mastered this understanding. Members of ET
societies operate from a communitarian perspective,
and derive their sense of worth and belongingness from
their contributory position within their communities.
Furthermore, when we view the situation from the
perspective which the ETs use, we can see that while
we may think of ourselves as unique individuals, each
of whom has his/her individual allotment of intelligent
consciousness, actually the reverse is the case. There
is intelligent consciousness, distributed widely and
generously throughout the universe; and of that
consciousness matrix, we are somewhat individuated
yet connected actualizations. This is also why each of
us does not die, indeed, cannot die. As transitorilyindividuated constituents of the pervasive consciousness
matrix, since the matrix consciousness is forever, so are
those connected with matrix consciousness.
The human idea of a soul doing a unique lifetime,
after which it will be judged on how well or evilly it
acted in its lifetime, is thus simply not a correct
understanding. Human spirituality, at least in the
Western industrialized cultures, has historically
involved a cosmology built upon the assessment of
the way the conscious self/soul behaved.
Furthermore, our morality has been built on the
proper exercise of the faculties of motivation and
will, the handmaidens of individual consciousness.
Each of these religious/moral assumptions will
undergo abrupt discontinuity and major challenge,
when humans, individually and socially, confront the
paradigm-shattering implications of the public world
announcement of extraterrestrial contact with Earth.
A major disconcerting notion for many Westerners
will be the ETs’ metaphysics. Their metaphysics
includes the awareness that that which defines a
person, their spark or soul, does not die nor is used up
after a lifetime. Instead, that spark persists, and can,
and often does, choose to reinvest in another body and
go through another lifetime. Indeed, the ETs tell us,
certain such sparks, which were invested in an
extraterrestrial body in a previous lifetime, have
subsequently volunteered to do a human lifetime, and
have invested in a human embryo, and are doing a
human lifetime currently. This “missionary incarnation”
is apparently designed to help spread appropriate
consciousness, as we humans prepare for the major
transitional times which are upon us. Such serialincarnation histories for a given soul/spark may help
explain why certain human experiencers of ET
contact have the notion that, although human, they
have an ET heritage and/or an alternative ET
consciousness which breaks through at times.

It follows that the perspective that a unique soul
will be definitively judged at the end of its lifetime as
to how well or evilly it behaved must be changed. No
one lifetime is definitive for the soul. Indeed, soul
continuity allows for the soul to become more
developed in its consciousness and spirituality, as a
result of the various lifetime experiences it has
undertaken. Therefore, traditional Western societies’
Judgment-Day mentality must give way to a more
developmental understanding of the “Pilgrim’s
Progress” of the journeying soul. Parenthetically, such
spiritual metaphysics underscores the folly of those
U.S. military compartments which are waging covert
war on the Visitors in their craft. Such hostilities are
attacks on what may well turn out to be family.
As a corollary, evolution will now become seen
as not merely a doctrine about physiological
development, but also spiritual and moral
development as well. And traditional notions of
Divine Creation will have to yield to a richer
understanding that the Supreme Source continually
creates, and recreates, throughout successive lifetimes.
But no modern psychology and metaphysics would be
adequate if they remained as mere conceptualizations,
and were not translated into practice. Let us examine
some practical implications of the above.
As background, the evidence suggests, as James
Deardorff has noted, that Earth has been in a galactic
quarantine against contact by other civilizations for a
long time. And the quarantine is about to be lifted; not
because we have been good, but because time is
running out for Earth and for the human species. While
we deserve galactic conservatorship, we are fortunate
enough to be about to be offered galactic partnership:
to save the planet, to end weapons of mass
destruction, to work together to assure fair
access to resources for all, and to acquire the
information we need to develop further mentally
and spiritually, so as to become fit to join the
partnership of intelligent inhabited worlds.
In response to the lifting of the quarantine, we will
need to develop a truly planetary single voice in
addressing the Visitors. The shape and functioning of
our future global governing structure will depend on
what we insist that it be. We can draw some inspiration
for the global governing structure by remembering that
in America, we founded a country based on principles
which are still the inspiration of peoples around the
world. Is it not now time for us to reexamine the
founding principles of our country? The right of human
equality. The right to life and property (right livelihood).
The right to pursue personal goals and objectives within
the context of social responsibleness (the pursuit of
happiness). And we must add to the Founding Fathers’
list of basic rights, the other rights which we have
signed off on which are included in the United Nations
Declaration of Universal Human Rights.
Furthermore, we will have to temper the
American historical preoccupation with Rugged
Individualism, by reflecting that, contrary to what
Cain said about his murdered brother Abel, we
are our brother’s (and sister’s) keeper.
Paradoxically, coming cataclysms will provoke
each of us to reach down inside, and remember what
is basic and best in each of us. Just as during the
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recent American floods, we saw society women and
cleaning ladies, banking officers and farm hands all
pulling together, filling sandbags while standing in the
rain. Because, after all, it was everybody’s community
which was threatened. We need to keep that
consciousness and spirit alive for the days of the near
future, when we will be rebuilding human society, as
we operate from the renewing perspective of having
found out that we are cosmic citizens. There is more.
As we become aware of the Visitors from afar as not
just curious interlopers from space, but rather quite
literally our “distant cousins”, we shall have our whole
sense of reality changed, and hopefully transformed.
While it may shake many to come to learn that
the ETs have played an active intervening role in
our evolutionary development over the aeons, this
news can also serve to build quicker bridges
between humans and our galactic distant cousins.
We have always risen to new challenges.
Mastering such challenges has made us stronger and
wiser. I expect that this moment in our history, as
extraterrestrial contact is dawning, will prove no
exception. We can, and we will, arise to the challenge
of being confronted with cosmic citizenship and
interstellar family ties. And when soon the official
meeting between our Cosmic Visitors and ourselves
takes place, we can let that be not just an historic
occasion, but recognize the truth that it is a family
reunion, and as such, an occasion for great joy.
What are the implications for us humans of, finally, the
day arriving of the global manifestation of ET reality?
How will it change us as individuals, as a society, as
a planet? Each person will have to answer these
questions personally, but I can offer some suggestions.
The advanced development of the extraterrestrials
can inspire us to reach beyond our own current
horizons. The ETs can, and will, challenge us to
develop ourselves more mentally and spiritually, and to
stop worshipping material progress for itself. The ETs
will challenge us to confront, honestly, effectively and
unflinchingly, the ecological crisis our world is in, and
to turn the damage around now, for it is very soon
becoming too late. The ETs, with their selfless
outreach across millions of miles of space to raise
our consciousness, can set an example for us to
extend our own renewed caring to the less fortunate
members of our own human race, and to see our
basic solidarity as one human people. And the ETs
can make us aware that the precious gift of life is
not confined to one planet, or one millennium, or one
galaxy, and thus help us have an improved
understanding of what the source of life is, and on
what our deepest human destiny is grounded.
An Age is passing—a new Age is being born.
Let us welcome it.
—©1996 Dr. Richard Boylan is a behavioral
scientist, university instructor, certified clinical
hypnotherapist, and researcher into extraterrestrialhuman encounters. Richard Boylan, Ph.D., LLC, 2826
O Street, Ste. 2, Sacramento, CA 95816, USA
(916) 455-0120 E-mail: drboylan@jps.net Website:
http://www.jps.net/drboylan/ Dr. Boylan also
communicates regularly on the UFOTruth Internet
reports and communications list; (you may subscribe at:
http://UFOTruth.listbot.com.)
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Church Of Satan’s Ethics:
The Nine Satanic Statements
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SATAN’S DRUMMERS
THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL—
“SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL”
BY SANANDA
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #9 (1989)
CHAPTER 15
REC. #1

SANANDA

WED., NOV. 8, 1989 6:30 A.M.
YEAR 3, DAY 084
Sananda present for the final pages of this
document. It will be the most distressing, for the
pictures are so vivid. It is most unfortunate but
it must be so. You do not wish to face this
terrible thing that has grown to touch all of your
lives. You have hidden too long—much too long.
You must read these upcoming individual
scenarios as if these were your family, your
friends, your children and your babies. You must
do so, for in all instances—they are! Your entire
world has been raped, pillaged and plundered at
the hands of evil—no more and no less. Turning
away and pretending it is not will do naught.
If you still believe that you can comfortably live in
today’s world as a God-loving, law abiding citizen and
not deal with the reality of Satanism, think again.
Satanism is on the rise. It is not a passing fad that
will fade if you all just ignore it or throw a few
positive confessions at it. Not every Satanist group
is involved in animal or human sacrifice, but a
growing number of them most certainly are and the
actions are sanctioned by the hierarchy of every group.
I am only going to touch on a few scatterings
of cases which you can easily check for
confirmation. As I look at the situation I find
very few villages or cities which are completely
absent of a witch or Satanic cult. It is far
beyond the subject of good or bad, goodness or
evil. You could not see far enough to understand
that the last great religion to sweep the mighty
planet Earth would be of evil. It, like anything else,
begins most simply and innocently in most instances;
just a few little rituals which “work”, a few chants
which “work”, a few fortune-teller’s tales that are
“fact” and a movement into self-greed, misery,
loneliness, boredom and whatever else “seems”
correct. You are drawn like moths into a flame.
What I am going to tell you will not surpass the
very movies you allow your babies to watch on any
given Friday or Saturday in America, U.S.A. You

pretend those are not true and, therefore, harmless—
nay, they are true and they are most dangerous, indeed.
It is painful to hear these stories. It rips at the
very depth of one’s mind and soul to learn of the
unspeakably deliberate evil that man is capable of
committing. You would far rather talk and argue
over one who is “Christ”. Well, for you who feel
this way I most surely understand; however, it is a
fact that these organized places of hell are “antichrist” factories with written rules to break every
Law of God and Creation—a doctrine of total evil.
Christians have become gross hypocrites and your
children turn to truth. Shock you? I hope so. They
turn to the truth, as heinous as it is. The only thing
about the evil pronouncements which is total truth is that
upon which they base their doctrines. The leaders of
the cults live their lives in the selfish evil that they
proclaim. The Christians go to churches and
gatherings and go forth and live a lie. The children
not only are witness to this but their peers, music,
idols and daily living are testament to the fact of it.
The devil lies to the receivers. He promises
them fulfillment, power, popularity and wondrous
contentment and then he destroys his victims
after he sucks everything from the entity.
Further, you don’t know what goes on in these
rituals—for the leaders either destroy their
victims or can so terrify the observer or
participant as to render, especially a child,
helpless and actually present dual, triple (countless)
personalities in order to preserve of the self.
Hundreds of your pre-schools are riddled with this
disease. The children are organized into a worldwide
computer network of pornography. And yet these
same children—your children—come forth and
testify in terror and you turn from them. Your own
California Attorney General, in a report in your 1986
referred to a Bakersfield, California case: “It can be
firmly stated that the satanic allegations eroded the
children’s credibility… and ultimately their ability
to testify about what had happened to them.”
If there is one thing that cult Satanists do most
well, it is to cover their tracks in such a way as to
thoroughly discredit witnesses who might seek to
come against them. That task is especially easy for
them when dealing with young children, which is one
reason why children make such ideal victims. The
child may finally gain the courage to testify that he
saw a little animal tortured, killed and burned or
buried—even a baby tortured, killed and “cooked”.
When these sites are excavated there is nothing
found—of course not, these are sophisticated
organizations.
They bury the bodies to
accomplish the discrediting—the moment the
ritual is over for the child, the entity is dug up
and disposed of elsewhere by burning or cooking.
DEAR ONES—THE CANDLES OF THE
MOST VALUE UTILIZED IN THESE
RITUALS ARE MADE OF HUMAN FAT.
NOW, WHAT DOES THAT TELL YOU?
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Further—sometimes in knowledge and sometimes
in total ignorance, these ones of evil offer these
artifacts for sale right through what you call your New
Age journals and U.F.O. journals. I suggest you ones
find a copy of one of these advertisements such as
Inner Light Publications, a Brad Stieger organization,
and read it. Especially read the advertisements
for cult materials in the small print. Then I ask
that you go forth in inner thought and check out
the discrediting of UFOs and discrediting of alien
visitors as vile enslavers and body snatchers.
ALIENS FROM THE COSMOS HAVE
ABSOLUTELY NO NEED TO MUTILATE COWS,
TAKE BLOOD OR ANIMAL PARTS. ANYONE
WITH THE ABILITY TO TRAVERSE THE
UNIVERSE HAS NO NEED OF SUCH VILENESS!
IF THERE BE ALIENS INVOLVED IN SUCH,
THEY ARE THERE AT THE REQUEST OF AND
IN ACTION WITH ONES WHO HAVE FORMED
CONTRACTS AND PACTS WITH EVIL—AND
THE WORK IS PERFORMED UPON YOUR
PHYSICAL PLACE BY PHYSICAL BEINGS.
IT IS TIME YOU ASSUME YOUR
RESPONSIBILITIES, TAKE OFF YOUR FOOLISH
BLINDFOLDS AND SEE WHAT IS ABOUT YOU.
Of course, some children have vivid imaginations
and can construct falsely. But, dear ones, when a
child can describe and draw pictures of things that you,
as an adult, do not understand in language or actual
fact—you had better get your “belief button” to “on”.
How about a picture of an adult person who has “blue”
lungs? Have you ever seen a dead-man’s lungs?
Would not a baby’s intestines emerging from an opened
abdomen appear like “worms” to a three year old
with such limited vocabulary for descriptions?
How often do you, as a parent, inspect your
child’s anus or vagina for lacerations? So be it.
I will effort at giving you several examples ranging
from the “abused” to the “really abused”. From the
“little bit of abuse” to the parents who literally abuse
their own children and then sell the child into
pornography and on into heinous torture, mutilation,
murder and insanity. A few make it back to tell
about it—they are never whole again and I honor
these blessed ones beyond my ability to express it,
for they are helpless in the hands of mine adversary,
and they have been forsaken by the very ones
who are their caretakers and protectors.
These cults are filled with politicians, law officers,
policemen, orthodox church leaders and your neighbors.
It is power and total control and they are convinced
they get this power and control from the rituals and
heinous acts performed. The music shouts glory in evil
and death to self and others. It projects rape, torture,
blood spillage and crime as a motto of life.
As a parent, if you have teens who listen to
music video, etc., go look about your child’s room.
What do you see? What is the appearance of your
child? What are the actions of your child? Look at
your child’s “doodles” upon his notebooks and
papers—what do you find? Are there pentagrams?
Upside-down crosses? 666? “OZZY”? Knives?
And what do you do if you find these things? You
better get on your knees to GOD. You will find the
largest number of Satanic practicing physicians in the
psychiatric community than any other. You will find at
least one physician in every sacrificial practicing group
for the purpose of surgery for delivering of babies.
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You will also find at least one lawyer—it is part
of the “rules” of the group to be “complete”.
The infant and babe are the most heinously
abused. It was no accident that the Manson gang
would go to the extent they did with Sharon Tate—she
was pregnant! Think about it when you have your next
little puff of cocaine, drink of “booze”, smoke of “pot”
and watch your little music-video thriller. Oh, well,
yes, I see, you tell your children these things are
wrong and make them turn off their television from
these things—or do you send them to their room
where they can watch in peace and leave you to your
favorite program? This is “look at yourselves” time!
I AM SANANDA
CHAPTER 16
REC. #2

SANANDA

WED., NOV. 8, 1989 9:30 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 084
In an effort to allow you to understand a bit of
history and key players in leadership roles, I shall give
you some historical and chronological information. It is
more important that you of the United States know of
that which is prevalent in the United States, therefore,
I shall adhere to activities within America for the
current times. It no longer matters what happened two
thousand years ago—for the acts are more heinous
than ever before in recorded history and further, you
cannot handle more. The cleansing and corrections
must begin at home and within self. There are
worse practices taking place elsewhere in your
world but relative “badness” is not that which we
are about. This will be disappointing to ones in
countries other than the North Americas who seek
answers—but other geographical locations shall
be handed by other scribes or at a later date.
HIGH-PROFILE SATANIC GROUPS
I wish to say at this point that it will not be your
big organized groups which present the immediate
hazard to you, for they must maintain a very
clean outer shell. To participate in horrendous
rituals the members will scatter to the little
unknown groups here and there to preserve
security. You will not know of these groups, which
makes them doubly dangerous to you as citizens.
The major, known groups are public because they
incorporate to glean tax-shelter status under religious
protection. It is most unfortunate that evil invades all gifts.
Of the publicly noted organized groups are the
Church of Satan, headed by Anton LaVey; the Temple
of Set, headed by Colonel Michael Aquino; the Process
Church of the Final Judgement; Our Lady of Endor
Coven; the Ophite Cultus Satanis, founded in 1948 by
Herbert Sloane in Toledo, Ohio; Brotherhood of the
Ram, a southern California group; Church of Satanic
Brotherhood, which broke away from the Church of
Satan in the 70s over disagreements with Anton
LaVey; and The Satanic Orthodox Church of Nethilum
Rite, located in Chicago, which was formed in 1971.
There are other orthodox Satanic groups that
exist whose names may come to your attention
but I shall be discussing basically the first two.
I shall not give the honor to Anton LaVey nor to
Michael Aquino of giving their personal backgrounds

except as it applies directly to the current topic.
LaVey’s intent for the Church of Satan is to
praise indulgence and discredit God and Christproclaiming churches. You will also see how
insidious evil actually is in practice; it takes all the
beauteous things and taints them with ugliness.
As a for instance, you will note that you are in
year three, day 84 of a new calendar of sequence—
all the most ancient of calendars have expired on
August 16/17, 1987. The clever LaVey did the
following: On April 30, 1966, the occult holiday of
Walpurgisnacht, he shaved his head, put on a clerical
collar, neatly trimmed his Mephistophelian beard and
proclaimed the age of Satan. He encouraged and
invited all news media to cover his antics. He was
referred to as the Black Pope. He engaged in Black
Masses in which a member would dress like the Pope.
During the ceremony a nude woman was used as an
altar as the make-believe Pope engaged in apparent
sexual intercourse for the sake of the cameras. This
is practiced openly when the press cameras are absent.
In May of 1967 (May is a most “unholy” month
in Satanic circles—May 13th being a most unsacred
and unholy day) he baptized his daughter Zeena into
the Church of Satan. The baptism was recorded
properly. LaVey then became very active in
consultant roles, especially for the motion picture
industry beginning with Rosemary’s Baby, the hit
movie about a group of Satanists who use the wife
of an aspiring actor to breed the devil’s child.
LaVey is quite nicely listed as an advisor.
The Church of Satan continued to attract attention.
A U.S. Navy seaman, who had been a member of the
Church, died, and LaVey, accompanied by filmmaker
and friend, Kenneth Anger, officiated at the funeral
along with a Navy Honor Guard. The Church had
gained legitimacy, so much so that the U.S. Government
(yes, the same government as you honor) eventually
provided its chaplains with a handbook that, along with
other non-traditional religions, describes the religious
needs of service people who belong to the Church of
Satan—the information came from the Church itself.
Now, Dharma, please copy directly from the
information provided for this purpose. As you read
through this document, please note carefully things
which must become obvious to you in relationships one
with another. Note, for instance, the connection with
the major rock musicians coming forth first from
England and the relationship with the Nazi movement
and symbolism with the German Satanic connection.
Please, read between the lines, for the document
had to be kept within “legal” boundaries. Further,
watch for that which is omitted such as May 13th
celebration and the high importance of Easter as a
major time of sacrificing babies and children. Keep
your eyes and minds open. Further keep in mind
that the handbook was written prior to 1970 or
approximately at that time—two decades past.
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Kirchner Associates, Inc. with subcontract work by:
The Institute for the Study of American Religion;
CHURCH OF SATAN—ANTON S. LAVEY
Post Office Box 7633
San Francisco, CA 94120
High Priest—AKA: Satanists
[QUOTING:]
HISTORICAL ROOTS: The Church of Satan
is an eclectic body that traces its origins to many
sources—classical voodoo, the Hell Fire club of
18th-Century England, the ritual magic of Aleister
Crowley and the Black Order of Germany in the
1920s and 1930s.
CURRENT WORLD LEADER: Anton
Szandor LaVey. High Priest.
NUMBER OF ADHERENTS IN THE U.S.:
10,000 to 20,000.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: The
Church of Satan is focused in the Central Grotto
in San Francisco. It accepts or rejects all
potential members and charters other grottos
around the country. Isolated individuals relate
directly to the Central Grotto.
LEADERSHIP AND ROLE OF PRIESTS:
The Priesthood is not comprised of individuals
who are necessarily adept in the performance of
rituals, though pastoral and organizational abilities
are not minimized. The rank of Priest is
conferred on those who have achieved a
measurable degree of esteem or success; one’s
level of membership within the church is
commensurate with his/her position outside the
church. Hence, a respected career soldier or
commissioned officer in the Army might qualify,
though be totally uninvolved with group activity.
Rituals are conducted by a de facto priest, i.e., a
celebrant member who has evidenced a working
knowledge of and ability to conduct services and
is authorized by the Central Grotto.
WHO MAY CONDUCT A RITUAL? Anyone,
but a priest is required for group worship.
IS GROUP WORSHIP REQUIRED? No, but it
is strongly encouraged, because it is a strong
reinforcement of the faith and instillation of power.
WORSHIP REQUIREMENTS: Worship in
the Church of Satan is based upon the belief that
man needs ritual, dogma, fantasy and
enchantment. Worship consists of magical rituals
and there are three basic kinds: sexual rituals to
fulfill a desire; compassionate rituals to help
another; and destructive rituals used for anger,
annoyance or hate. Grottos often gather on
Friday evenings for group rituals.
MINIMUM EQUIPMENT FOR WORSHIP:
Varies with the type of ritual performed but is likely
to include a black robe, an altar, the symbol of
Baphomet, candles, bell, a chalice, elixir (wine or
some other drink most pleasing to the palate),
sword, model phallus, gong and parchment.
RELIGIOUS REQUIREMENTS
FACILITIES FOR WORSHIP: A private place
AND PRACTICES OF
where an altar can be erected and rituals performed.
CERTAIN SELECTED GROUPS
SPECIAL RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS: The
A HANDBOOK FOR CHAPLAINS
highest holiday is one’s own birthday. Every man
is a God if he chooses to recognize that fact.
T h e w o r k i n v o l v e d i n d e v e l o p i n g a n d After one’s birthday, Walpurgisnacht (April 30)
producing this handbook was performed pursuant and Halloween are most important. April 30 is
to contract number MDA903 76 C 0267 with the the grand climax of the spring equinox; and
U.S. Department of Defense by:
Halloween was one of the times of the great fire
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f estivals among the ancient Druids. The solstices
and equinoxes—which fall in March, June,
September and December—and mark the first
day of the new seasons—are also celebrated.
FUNERAL AND BURIAL REQUIREMENTS:
The priests of the Church of Satan perform
funerals and the Central Grotto should be
contacted in case of death.
AUTOPSY: No restrictions.
CREMATIONS: Only permitted in extreme
circumstances such as an expedient measure where it
is necessary to safeguard the health of others.
MEDICAL TREATMENT: No restrictions.
UNIFORM APPEARANCE REQUIREMENTS:
No restrictions.
POSITION ON SERVICE IN THE ARMED
FORCES: None.
ANY OTHER PRACTICES OR TEACHINGS
WHICH MAY CONFLICT WITH MILITARY
DIRECTIVES OR PRACTICES: None.
BASIC TEACHINGS OR BELIEFS: The
Church of Satan worships Satan, most clearly
symbolized in the Roman God Lucifer, the bearer of
light, the spirit of the air, and the personification of
enlightenment. Satan is not visualized as an
anthropomorphic being, rather he represents the
forces of Nature. To the Satanist, the self is the
highest embodiment of human life and is sacred.
The Church of Satan is essentially a human potential
movement and members are encouraged to develop
whatever capabilities they can by which they might
excel. They are, however, cautioned to recognize
their limitations—an important factor in this
philosophy of rational self-interest. Satanists
practice magic, the art of changing situations or
events in accordance with one’s will, which would,
using normally accepted methods, be impossible.
CREEDAL
STATEMENTS
AND
AUTHORATATIVE LITERATURE: The
writings of Anton LaVey provide the direction for
the Satanists—The Satanic Bible, The Compleat
Witch and The Satanic Rituals. Members are
encouraged to study pertinent writings which
serve as guidelines for the Satanic thought such
as works of Mark Twain, Niccolo Machiavelli,
G.S. Shaw, Ayn Rand, Fredrich Neitzsche, etc.
ETHICAL PRACTICES: The ethical stance
of the Church of Satan is summarized in the
Nine Satanic Statements.
THE NINE SATANIC STATEMENTS:
l. Satan represents indulgence instead of
abstinence!
2. Satan represents vital existence, instead of
spiritual pipe dreams!
3. Satan represents undefiled wisdom, instead
of hypocritical self-deceit!
4. Satan represents kindness to those who
deserve it, instead of love wasted on ingrates!
5. Satan represents vengeance instead of
turning the other cheek!
6. Satan represents responsibility to the responsible,
instead of concern for psychic vampires!
7. Satan represents man as just another
animal sometimes better, sometimes worse than
those that
walk on all-fours, who, because of
his “divine spiritual and intellectual development”,
has become the most vicious animal of all!

8. Satan represents all of the so-called sins, as they
all lead to physical, mental or emotional gratification.
9. Satan has been the best friend the church has
ever had, as he has kept it in business all these years!
Beyond the above principles, Satanists generally
oppose the use of narcotics which dull the senses and
suicide which cuts off the life (the great indulgence)
and stand firmly on law and order. The Church of
Satan is not to be confused with Satanist groups which
have been found to engage in illegal acts.
HOW DOES THE CHURCH OF SATAN
RECRUIT NEW MEMBERS? The Church does not
proselytize but welcomes inquiries from those potential
Satanists who hear about the Church from the various
books about it, the mass media or word of mouth.
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER RELIGIONS:
The Church of Satan stands as a gathering point for all
those who believe in what the Christian Church
opposes, the members are generally hostile to its
teachings and resultant behavior patterns. To a lesser
extent, the same position holds for Eastern religions.
[END OF QUOTING]
***
“POLITICS HIT EVERYONE”
In your mid-70s, some members of the Church
of Satan became displeased with LaVey and what
they perceived as the church’s new direction. They
thought the Church to be too high profile, too media
conscious and too much like a circus sideshow.
They also believed that LaVey’s ego was becoming
more important than the church’s mission. Many
senior members quit and began their own groups.
One of these people was Michael Aquino.
Aquino joined the Church of Satan after serving
nine months in Vietnam as a lieutenant in the cavalry
squadron for the 82nd Airborne. When he flew home
to San Franciso in 1969 to be married, he was
looking for a dose of counter-culture, something to
even out the effects of Army regimentation. He
saw an advertisement for the Church of Satan in the
Berkeley Barb, an underground newspaper.
Aquino met LaVey and the two became very
close over the years. LaVey raised Aquino to
the full level of IVth degree—Magister Templi—
the first Satanist other than LaVey to attain this
level. Here is a little tid-bit of gossip: The
recognition was conveyed on August 5, 1973, the
anniversary of Marilyn Monroe’s death.
LaVey was fascinated with Monroe and members
of the Church claimed that LaVey held a ritual of
necromancy for her. LaVey knew Monroe’s death
was not suicide. He knew her death was connected
with her alleged relationships with John and Robert
Kennedy. Do you begin to see how the circles spiral
around and around? And now, let us look closely at
how things begin to really swing into heinous action.
Aquino believed that the Church was
becoming corrupt. He believed it erred in
allowing outsiders visit, study, and observe the
Church without any intention of personal
commitment. The Church elders believed that if
people were exposed to the Church philosophy,
they would make such a commitment. Aquino
believed that was wrong. He believed that people
vampirized the Church, enjoyed the accessories of
the philosophy (the indulgence without guilt) and

contributed very little. You see, to this point the
Church of Satan was very little different than many
of your hippy and new age groups. I’m sorry,
dear readers, but that is a factual statement.
Aquino decided to start his own Satanic cult and
vowed not to make the same mistakes as the Church
of Satan. The group was actually an offshoot of an
order within the Church of Satan known as The Order
of the Trapezoid. As opposed to modern magic with
a Mediterranean origin, the Order emphasized magic
from Northern Europe and Germany. Germanic
mysticism developed mostly on its own and
remained isolated during the Roman rule of
Europe. It resurfaced during the Second and
Third Reichs in Germany, much of it the basis
for the Nazis’ obsession with the Black Arts.
According to some members within the Church
of Satan, the Order attempted to reconstruct this
German mysticism. According to others,
however, it had unpleasant overtones of Nazism.
AGE OF SET
While still a member of the Church of Satan,
Aquino spelled out the tenets of the Temple of Set
in The Book of Coming Forth by Night. The title
is the antithesis of The Book of Coming Forth by
Day (also known as the Egyptian Book of the
Dead). Are any of my dear ones beginning to feel
a bit warm and squirming about in your chairs?
Aquino says that The Book came to him after
he called upon the Prince of Darkness and his
coming forth. In it, Set declares the Age of
Satan to be over and the Age of Set beginning.
Set says that his pact with LaVey is over and
according to Aquino, “Upon the ninth solstice, I
destroyed my pact with Anton Szandor LaVey…
Thus all may understand that he (LaVey) is
dearly held by me, and that the Church of Satan
is not a thing of shame to him. But a new Aeon
is now to begin, and the work of Anton Szandor
LaVey is done.” And so, on the night of the
North Solstice 1975 a new age of horror began.
The Temple of Set as an organization was formally
incorporated in 1975 C.E. (Satanists prefer to use C.E.
meaning “Common Era”, instead of A.D. for Anno
Domini, the Year of Your Lord.) In addition, time
would be reckoned starting with 1966 as year one.
CRYSTAL TABLET OF SET
Before we project the writings from the
tablet, let us quote from Aquino regarding
himself. “I am a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army
on active duty, working in resource management.
I am a graduate of the National Defense
University in Washington, D.C. Beyond that, I
would rather not discuss the details of my military
career as, in the American tradition of separation of
a church and state, I endeavor not to confuse the
two or invoke one in a context pertinent to the other.
“I have a Ph.D. in political science from the
University of California, Santa Barbara, and a Master
of Public Administration from George Washington
University in Washington, D.C. I have also taught
political science for several years as an adjunct
professor at Golden Gate University in San Francisco.
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“The title of my doctoral dissertation was
‘The Neutron Bomb’. As it was in the field of
Political Science, it dealt with the U.S.,
European, and Soviet negotiations concerning the
development and possible deployment of neutron
weapons in NATO during the Carter
administration. Its principal theme—other than
being a historical survey of the episode—was that
the perceptions upon which many of the actors
based their decisions were not necessarily related
to the facts, nor were decisions made with a
clear strategic foreign policy necessarily in mind.
“Interestingly enough, my research led me to
conclude that Jimmy Carter was a careful and
methodical decision-maker where the neutron issue
was concerned. This is in refutation to his
popular image as an indecisive and weak leader.
“As a matter of policy, the Temple of Set
does not give out membership numbers. The bulk
of our membership is spread fairly evenly
throughout the United States with other members
in Europe, Canada, and some Pacific Basin
countries. Most of those who contact us wash
out before even applying to join. They are
discouraged by the rather dry membership
informational letter we issue. Of those who apply
for Ist-degree admission, perhaps half don’t attain
recognition as Adept IInd degree within the twoyear time limit. There is virtually no attrition
beyond the IInd degree level, though we have
had a few senior initiates who have either
resigned for personal reasons or been expelled
for abuse of their responsibilities, the last such
occurrence being about five years ago.”
Rather than bore you further with dialogue
from the tablets, it suffices to know that they lay
down the general guidelines for the Temple of Set.
Ah, Satan was happy—and then even Satan had to
raise up and look around. The secret cults springing
forth from out of the bowels of his churches were
even more degrading than he can stomach.
When you ones pull from the ranks to interrogate
on your talk shows, you can get honest answers from
the participants, for the rules of the church do not
advocate any of the things you pick at. Satan is the
Prince of Lies, would he answer honestly even if it
were true? Please, don’t embarrass yourselves.
WHO ARE THE MEMBERS?
Of the Satanic cults as organized, it is mostly
White, upper-middle-class young people. You
won’t find many Blacks or other minority groups.
If you find participating minority ethnic groups, it
will be in the so-called pagan groups or Santeria
because each group will have its counterpart of
ritualism. However, your most heinous groups
are right out of Middle America.
People get involved for power and control—
power over yourself, power over others and
power over your surroundings. Dharma, another
quote, please. This from a practicing member,
Chicago bus driver: “If you know anything about
Satanism, you know it’s about power. It is power
that we all have, but most of us are too scared
to let loose, take control of the power that Satan
has given us.

“I like the fact that you don’t grovel, you
don’t kneel and ask God for things. That, to me,
is begging. My being is too proud for begging.
You have to be real sure of yourself to be a
Satanist. You have to have your act together.
“I ask Satan for what I want! I don’t beg some
God that you can’t see. Can I see Satan? You bet
I can. Look at all the sickness, hurt, and warfare in
the world. That’s Satan! If there really was a God,
and he’s supposed to be so good, WHY DOES HE
LET THESE BAD THINGS HAPPEN? I’ll tell you
why. Because Satan takes charge here on Earth,
and God takes care of heaven. All good little people
will go to heaven when they die. That’s nice. I’m
going to hell where I’m going to continue indulging
myself. So, while you’re being good so you can go
to heaven after you die, I’m going to keep on
enjoying myself here on Earth and again in hell.
Who’s having the better time, me or you?
“No, my group isn’t affiliated with any established
group. We’re our own group. In fact, some of the
people in our group have parents who were Satanists.
We have a name, but I’m not telling you what it is.
You wouldn’t know what it meant, anyway.
How many people? About fifty, at any one time.
We break up into smaller groups for workings.
“I won’t tell you about our specific activities.
That’s secret, but I will tell you this: We do
whatever we want, the people in our group. We
have connections for anything. I’ll leave it at
that. If you think I’m going to admit illegal action
to you, you’re crazy.” This statement was made
to an investigating officer.
You also have what you might call, self-styled
Satanists. This category fits ones such as your Richard
Ramirez (the “Night Stalker”) of California. He would
like to have joined a special group but he is so evil that
no-one wanted him. Also one such as Clifford St.
Joseph who was convicted in the Spring of 1988 of
first-degree murder. During his trial, it was
revealed that his victim had been drained of blood.
Then in June of 1985, a man was discovered
killed. The perpetrators were gay and kept the man
in a cage and used him sexually. They carved a
pentagram into his chest. Candlewax drippings were
in his right eye. He has not been identified—
how very sad, not even the dignity of
identification—just #60 in a police morgue. The
perpetrators were into self-styled insanity. There
was no evidence of motive of the killing except for
ritual purposes. All manner of Satanist materials
were found at the scene of the slaughter.
Then you have another category which you
would have to suggest is a youth subculture. The
youngsters begin by playing with Satanic ideas and
get hooked. Most will dabble in it more than
anything else, but a percentage will carry it beyond
the games involved. These children are most often
influenced by heavy metal music or by fantasy
role-playing games like Dungeons & Dragons.
The youngsters who go beyond the normal curiosity
tend to be those who have other behavior problems
going on—problems in school, with peers, at home
and, of course, they have that consuming desire for
power and control. I shall enlarge upon this
grouping first by presenting some pathetic cases.
The first being one Sean Sellars.
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SEAN SELLARS

In October 1986, an Oklahoma jury found
Sean Sellars, seventeen, guilty of three counts of
murder for killing his mother, stepfather and a
convenience store clerk in the fall of 1985.
Sellars was a self-styled Satanist who was
obsessed with using human blood in his rituals.
He kept several vials hidden in his refrigerator for
black masses. He often carried it to school and
drank it in the cafeteria in front of classmates.
A friend of Sellars’ in Colorado, before Sellars
moved to Oklahoma, testified at his trial that
Sellars had formed a Satanic group called “The
Elimination”. The witness stayed in touch with
Sellars through letters and phone calls from
Colorado. During a visit back to Colorado by
Sellars, the friend testified that he and Sellars
wore black robes, drank their own blood, and
conducted the candle-lit initiation into Satanism of
a third boy. They cut the boy with an athame
and used his blood to write a dedication to Satan.
During his trial, Sellars told of how he held a
ceremony in his room, alone, in which he wrote
in his own blood: “I renounce God, I renounce
Christ, I will serve only Satan. Hail Satan!” He
became addicted to Satanic rituals, often staying
up late into the night practicing and reading about
them. On September 8, 1985, he and another friend,
Richard Howard—both had engaged in Satanic rituals
together—held one last ritual before setting out for a
human sacrifice. Sellars stole his grandfather’s .357
Magnum and shot convenience store clerk Robert
Bower, who had once refused to sell beer to Sellars.
Sellars became even more obsessed with Satanism
and wrote shortly afterward in a school essay read
during his trial, “Satanism made me a better person…
I can kill without remorse, and I feel no regret or
sorrow, only love, compassion, hate, anger, pain, and
joy. Only I may understand, but that is enough”.
Sellars began arguing with his parents over a
fifteen-year-old girl whom they forbade him to see. He
ran away from home but returned. One night, after
going home from his part-time job at a pizza store,
he performed his nightly Satanic ritual. After
drifting in and out of sleep that night he walked
quietly into his parents’ room and shot them both in
the head. He went to his friend, Richard Howard’s
house where he stashed the weapon. The next
morning he made believe that he found his parents’
bodies and didn’t know what happened.
Howard testified for the prosecution and
received a five-year sentence as an accessory
after the fact. He claimed that he didn’t take
part in the clerk’s murder but waited outside for
his friend. Sellars is now the youngest inmate on
Oklahoma’s Death Row. We will hear from this
youngster, himself, in a future Chapter.
I AM SANANDA
[END OF PART 8]
For Part 1 of this Phoenix Journal #9
(SATAN’S DRUMMERS) please see the 7/26/00
CONTACT (page 9); Part 2 (3/14/01, page11);
Part 3 (4/4/01, page 7); Part 4 (4/11/01, page 9);
Part 5 (5/9/01, page 8); Part 6 (5/23/01, page 10);
Part 7 (6/6/01, page 18)—Call (800) 800-5565
for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
TRUTH IS THE FIRST CASUALTY OF WAR
THIS WAR IS A FESTIVAL OF LIES
AND THEY WILL ONLY GET WORSE
By Peter Preston, The Guardian—London, 10/8/01
So it begins. The flashes of light in the night sky,
the distant explosions, the appearance of a “relentless”
George Bush talking command and control. We
slowly remember what war is like; but we need to
remember, too, that truth is the first casualty of
conflict, that the briefers, bureaucrats and politicians
who act as reasonably “reliable sources” in peace are
operating now under different house rules. That they
have become wholly unreliable by design.
Sit back and apply commonsense to the tales of the
first 26 days. Troops massing at this or that frontier
post. Air strikes “imminent” (three weeks ago) or
“within 48 hours” (eight days ago). SAS teams already
staging search-and-destroy missions inside Afghanistan.
Commonsense asks a difficult question. Would anyone
with braid on his shoulders, anyone who really knows,
tell a journalist such things if they were true? Why not
send Osama bin Laden a postcard instead?
Those of us who yomped through the Ministry of
Defence in the Falklands soon got the changed hang of
things. Top chaps in dark suits would summon up the full
authority of their office and lie like troopers. Who, on
reflection, could blame them? General Galtieri took the
Guardian and the Telegraph on subscription. If journalists
needed scoops, they’d better be fed some duff ones.
The Falklands war was more than a distant side-show.
It hugely impressed the Pentagon. Ensure that reporters are
cooped up on aircraft carriers or minded by MoD male
nurses far from the front and, as long as you keep decent
clamps on back at the political ranch, there is total
information control. Grenada and Panama proved the point
and the Gulf was its apotheosis, war watched from afar by
video screen. Globalisation meant being further away from,
not nearer, the action. More space, less truth.
How, then, will this latest, very curious conflict be
played out? Pull down the handbooks from their dusty
shelves and start pondering. For we are going by the book.
The start of the horror—the destruction of the twin
towers—was uncontrolled disaster: for the thousands of
innocents who died, for dreams of security and illusions of
intelligence. The world watched in stunned fascination.
The world was out of control. One task in the days since
September 11 has been to regain equilibrium.
The building of this fabled international coalition against
terrorism may or may not prove vital in the end. But,
shuttling from summit to summit, it has certainly filled in
the time while the military mammoths got their lugubrious
act together. There’s been a Gulf-style pause. Now, as
bombing begins, we can begin to sense a pattern.
Would Galtieri pull his troops off the Falklands as the task
force sailed ever closer? He had that chance. He failed
to take it. Would Saddam quit Kuwait as billions of
dollars rolled into the desert? He had the chance. Will
the Taliban give up bin Laden and save their regime? That,
obviously, has been the descant of the past couple of weeks.
The answer is now written in the night over Kabul.

Meanwhile the control freaks have had their thinking
caps on. The world’s correspondents (one factor) are there
in force and deployed: Uzbekistan, Quetta, Peshawar, and
the Afghan enclave where the Northern Alliance rules.
But, save for the deeply unfortunate Ms. Ridley and
a handful of Afghan agency reporters, they aren’t in
Taliban country, let alone camped outside bin Laden’s rural
retreat. Suicidal peril and impossibility co-joined.
Better still, the Taliban themselves seem to be PR
mutts. They can’t field a Tariq Aziz figure looking
grave, just a deputy ambassador in Islamabad looking
perplexed. They have already (losing bin Laden, then
miraculously finding him again) blown what credibility
they had. In their self-imposed isolation, they won’t be
able to take Western camera teams to inspect any civilian
casualties of air attack. No wrecked Baghdad hospitals;
no Serbian buses burned on a bridge. They are sitting,
silent targets. That won’t stop protest waves round the
Arab world today, nor will it necessarily catch bin Laden.
But it does mean that the only clear TV evidence
of effectiveness, however carefully selected, will
come from the Americans and the Brits.
Happenstance has played to the handbook rules.
What can go wrong? Plenty, naturally—even apart
from bombs gone astray. Bin Laden himself, as
yesterday’s television interview showed, has a malign gift
for PR. He could stage a dismaying series of catch-meif-you-can for the cameras. Proof of his death or
capture will need to be absolute before the briefers
celebrate. More terrorist onslaughts are high on the
agenda. More American lives in places like Saudi Arabia
lie on the line. Hostage-taking (as Jimmy Carter
might add) could wreck every equation.
Even so, because restraint equals thinking time, a
measure of control has returned. The war of perception,
vital after September 11, is on a more even keel. The
perception is that governments still govern and can seem
to call the shots. The HQ hope must be that some finite
battle in an unseen field far away will soon be enough to
end any shooting war and, with a little help from the
Pakistani secret service, leave al-Qaida headless.
But then the dissonances of difference begin to
impinge. The FBI and CIA, caught ludicrously short by
19 men with penknives, are obliged to exalt the potency
of bin Laden’s network. Poison gas, germ warfare,
nukes? Some or all of these visions may have a sliver
of reality to them, but they also conveniently turn a lowtech enemy into a Bond villain like Ernst Stavro Blofeld.
(Indeed, yesterday’s Sunday Times did just that.)
You may call this reacting to a challenge, and so it
is. But it is also, in the nature of spin, the inflation of
the adversary who wounded you. Warnings of risk from
Scotland Yard become as fearsome as Met Office gale
forecasts after 1987.
No danger knowingly
understressed. No briefer, by training or profession, is
more usually unreliable than a secret agent covering his
back, and the tale he tells is likely to be self-serving tosh.
The trouble is that, even as the jets go in, this is also
an amorphous war of jaw-jaw. The braided ones,
clutching their handbook, may have devised a scenario
they have a prospect of commanding and controlling.
We will be, as we were last night, distant spectators of
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this enterprise. We can only hope it succeeds, and hope
as well that we can maintain a decent perspective, a
balance of understanding. But that needs thought and
fact as well as cheers. Keep calm, or at least, calmer.
But believe nothing implicitly, especially from the Blofeld
blowhards. Travel carefully and carry a big wastebasket.
THE PHONEY WAR IN AFGHANISTAN
By Marshall Smith, Brother Jonathan Gazette, 9/17/01
The current “war” on Afghanistani terrorism is a
misdirection and a hoax. As pointed out in the book
“Black Gold Hot Gold” the oil expected to flow from
the vast oilfields under the Russian Caspian Sea,
discovered about 20 years ago, remains undrilled and
untapped. That field contains about 500 years worth
of oil at present world consumption rates.
The only possible oil pipeline routes at the present
time to handle the massive flow of oil from the Caspian
Sea region under Chenya is either through Kosovo to the
Mediterranean Sea, or through Afghanistan and Pakistan
to the Indian Ocean. Two years ago, the Clinton
administration attempted to place Kosovo under
international control and begin pipeline construction,
but was unable to complete the process.
The normal oil route would have been to move oil from
Chenya, across the Black Sea and through the Bosporus to
the Mediterranean. But the narrow Bosporus channel is
already clogged with oil tankers from the existing Black
Sea oilfields. The only alternate is to move the tankers
from the Black Sea, bypassing the Bosporus, up the
Danube River and then through a very short pipeline across
Kosovo to the Mediterranean at Tirana, Albania. That
process was stopped by the Chinese who have supplied
and armed the Albanians, as a client state, since 1949.
Following the Soviet discovery of the vast Chechen
oilfields in the late 1970s, they attempted to take control of
Afghanistan to provide a massive pipeline system to allow
the Soviets to market their oil directly from the AfghanPakistan seaport. This resulted in the decades-long SovietAfghan war. The Soviets were stopped by the U.S.
supplied and armed insurgent groups, including Osama bin
Laden, who defeated the Soviets in the late 1980s.
The Soviets had massively built up their military
in the 1980s, including the world’s largest nuclear
submarine fleet, gambling on the huge profits to be
made by selling their Chechen oil on the open market.
When the Afghans under bin Laden, backed by the
U.S. CIA stopped the construction of the SovietAfghan pipeline, the Soviet Union went through an
economic collapse and ceased to exist in 1991.
The vast Chechen oilfield still remains fallow and
untapped. As identified in “Black Gold Hot Gold,”
the Empire of Energy is now making a new attempt
to market the Chechen oil by carpet bombing
Afghanistan and building the Afghan pipeline.
George W. Bush’s statement about declaring war on
“terrorism” is obviously hollow and sallow. It strangely
does not include the terrorists in Northern Ireland, nor
even the terrorist suicide bombers among the Palestinians.
Instead it makes an instant leap of logic to aim the
U.S. military directly at Afghanistan.
The terrain in northern Afghanistan is the arid rugged
foothills of the Himalayas known as the Hindu Kush and
is defended by the large fierce tribal armies of the
Northern Alliance who are excellent guerilla fighters with
years of experience fighting Soviets, now backed by the
Chinese, and not connected with the main Taliban
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government in Kabul. The Soviets spent over 10 years
at great expense to attack and “carpet bomb”
Afghanistan, but they found fortress Himalaya is
impenetrable. The result was tremendous loss of Soviet
lives and the economic collapse of the Soviet Union.
George Bush is now leading the United States
down that same road. The Empire of Energy has for
almost 100 years had as its goal the dismantling of the
United States of America and amalgamating it into one
large global energy market. They have found in
George Bush a willing partner. Any war in
Afghanistan would pit the U.S. against the Chinese
who just last week, on the day of the Word Trade
Center attack, signed a mutual pact with the Afghans.
In the last 50 years, the U.S. has fought numerous
wars against the Chinese, as in Korea, Vietnam and
elsewhere. In those wars the result was always a draw
with massive loss of life. Even high-tech “smart”
weapons in Kosovo were unable to defeat the Chinese.
In the upcoming Afghan war with the Chinese, the U.S.
will lose by simple attrition. Neither smart bombs nor
nuclear bombs work against hidden terrorists or against
fortress Himalaya. There are more Chinese soldiers in
uniform than the whole populaton of the U.S.
Numerous recent news stories indicate the attack on
the World Trade Center was known to the CIA and FBI
weeks before the attack. Seemingly nothing was done. As
for America, its panzers ran out of gas with the “strange”
fraudulent election of November 2000. Both G.W. Bush
and Al Gore were backed by the Empire of Energy, so
it didn’t matter for whom you voted. Americans have
been anesthetized and put to sleep by their lack of
knowledge of world history, as America disintegrates.
[JR: An oil pipeline through Afghanistan certainly
puts a different slant on the U.S./British declared
war on terrorism. The lies coming from the mouths
of the warlords in D.C. don’t match up to the facts
presented in this article. The oppressive Taliban
regime has been allowed to exist for the past seven
years with the West showing little or no concern
until the Taliban blew up some nondescript figures
carved into some mountain. If we “supposedly” have
the support of the Mujahideen that we originally
supplied and trained, how is it that the Chinese were
successful in signing a pact with these Northern
rebels Sept. 11? How many groups/tribes are there
in the North? If we take on China, how will Russia
react against the U.S. and NATO moves into their
territories of the independent republics? Is the U.S.
really ready to take on all the terrorists everywhere
(especially near Israel) as well as the Bear and the
Dragon? Should our warlords in D.C. be certified as
dangerous to the well being of every U.S.
citizen? A lot of questions… find the answers.]
U.S. TROOPS ON EX-SOVIET SOIL
By Tim Novak, Sun-Times, 10/6/01
A thousand U.S. soldiers trained in mountain warfare
were sent Friday to Uzbekistan, Afghanistan’s
northern neighbor, marking the first time that U.S.
troops have been deployed in the former Soviet Union.
Even as U.S. troops, warplanes and ships continue
to gather in the Gulf region, the Bush administration and
European officials signaled that major military action
might not be imminent. Some have even raised the
possibility that the anticipated campaign against Osama
bin Laden and the Taliban rulers who have given him

refuge in Afghanistan might be waged without the
kind of military fireworks that Americans who
watched Gulf War missions on CNN might expect.
“It will take time,” Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld said at a news conference in Turkey, where
he met with Turkish officials in his last stop on a
five-nation tour to build support for the campaign in
the Middle East and Central Asia. “And we need the
cooperation of countries around the globe.”…
The ground troops from the Army’s 10th Mountain
Division flew from Fort Drum, N.Y., to Uzbekistan to
provide security for Air Force fighters and search-andrescue missions. President Islam Karimov agreed to host
the U.S. troops but said he opposes America using his
country to launch attacks against Afghanistan.
“We are against the use of our territory for land
operations against Afghanistan, and we are against
air strikes from the territory of Uzbekistan,”
Karimov said. “I envisage that the equipment will
be used for humanitarian operations and for
search-and-rescue operations.”
No American special forces, such as the Green
Berets, will be allowed to operate in Uzbekistan, Karimov
said, because “we are not quite ready for this.”
Neither Karimov nor Rumsfeld would identify
the Uzbek air base American troops will use.
In exchange for cooperation, Karimov said
Uzbekistan was seeking security guarantees. He
said a legal document being prepared will spell out
each side’s commitments.
As the United States was positioning the troops,
Afghan rebels signaled Friday that they will launch
their own attacks to topple the Taliban regime that has
been accused of harboring bin Laden, the suspected
mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks.
“Today, we have a chance to defeat the
Taliban and the terrorists, and we will use it,
whatever the cost,” Mohammed Fahim, leader of
the Northern Alliance, said on Russian television.
Among some two dozen bases—many old Soviet
posts used in the 1980s to launch attacks into
Afghanistan—one possibility is Kakydi Air Base, 30 miles
north of the Afghan border. Another possibility is
Khanabad Air Base, about 125 miles north of the border.
The 10th Mountain Division forces are the first
regular U.S. ground troops acknowledged by the
Pentagon to have deployed to Central Asia.
Earlier, other defense officials had said light
infantry from the 10th Mountain would be used in
Uzbekistan to provide ground security for U.S. Air
Force fighter and combat search-and-rescue teams.
The troops also would be on standby to come
to the aid of any U.S. special operations troops that
might encounter major trouble while conducting
raids inside Afghanistan.
The United States remains under the threat of
terrorist attacks, and the country should be prepared for
more casualties, Bush spokesman Ari Fleischer said
Friday, repeating the president’s earlier warnings.
“The president has said that this will not be as
antiseptic as previous wars—that the American people
have to prepare for casualties in this war,” Fleischer said.
“I don’t think the president can be any more
forthright than he’s been,” Fleischer said, responding to
news reports Friday that U.S. intelligence officials have
concluded that bin Laden’s al-Qaida organization is “100
percent” certain to again attack the United States.
Fleischer said Bush has acknowledged as much.
“He has said to the American people from the
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beginning that this is going to be a different type of war,
and that the American people have to be prepared that the
threat remains,” the presidential press secretary said.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair traveled
Friday to Islamabad, Pakistan, where he told
Pakistani President Gen. Pervez Musharraf that any
military action against Afghanistan should be
proportionate, targeted and “not directed against
the Afghan people, who are not our enemy.”…
Zaeef, the Taliban’s ambassador to Pakistan
said Blair came here “to encourage war” and that
the Afghan leadership had nothing to say to him.…
Zaeef praised Iran for refusing the United
States and its allies use of its airspace in any attack
on Afghanistan. However, Zaeef would not
condemn Pakistan for its stand.
“We understand the problems of Pakistan, but
we have no comments to make,” he said, referring
to Musharraf’s policy.
Pakistan is the only country to recognize the
Taliban as the legal government of Afghanistan.…
[JR: I wonder how long before President Karimov
will be pressured or persuaded to agree to having
more U.S. or even NATO troops in Uzbekistan.
Once we have a foot in the door, who says we
won’t want to occupy the house. Americans are
being warned that with 100% certainty we will be
attacked again and that this secret war will last as
long as the old (or continued) Cold War. The
Cold War lasted over 50 years, people! Not one
flag-waver has questioned the masterminds in
D.C. as to how they are going to protect us
besides just issuing warnings and edicts]
PAKISTAN’S LOYALTY
MAY REST ON ITS ECONOMY
By James Cox, USA TODAY, 10/5/01
ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN—By enlisting Islamabad
as its ally in the war on terror, the U.S. has raised
hopes among Pakistanis that their sick economy will
get transfusions of aid and investment. Top officials
are adamant that the government’s decision to side
with the U.S. is a moral stand against terrorism.
But they also say President Pervez Musharraf must
be rewarded for his gamble or risk losing public
support to the angry mullahs—religious leaders—
calling for a jihad against America.
Two delegations from Islamabad have been in
Washington in recent days to press the Bush
administration for help. They want the U.S. to forgive
old loans, provide fresh aid and boost the import
allotment for Pakistani textiles and garments. Thursday,
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved
legislation that would formally suspend sanctions
against Pakistan, clearing the way for a $100 million
aid package planned by the administration.
Debt is Pakistan’s curse. The country is a ward
of international lenders, drowning in $35 billion in
foreign obligations. Interest payments eat up 57% of
the annual budget. Military spending consumes 34%.
That leaves just 9% for education, health care, law
enforcement, infrastructure and other needs.…
There is real urgency in Pakistan, says Sakib
Sherani, chief economist at ABN-AMRO Bank in
Islamabad. The U.S. and other industrialized nations
need to write off or reschedule $7 billion to $8 billion
of Pakistan’s debt for it to have breathing room to
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begin spending on education and basic health needs
again. “Anything less will not be enough,” he says.
Pakistan, with a population of 144 million,
generates annual economic output of about $64 billion,
about the same as Mississippi, which has 2.8 million
people. Adult unemployment is at least five times
higher than the 5.9% official rate, economists say.…
With education spending and household incomes so
low, most Pakistani families can’t afford to send their
children to school. An estimated 60% or more of youths
ages 5 to 14 are full-time workers. Millions cultivate
tobacco and cotton, weave carpets, stitch leather goods
or, like Shurmahmad and Nurahmad, root through spoiled
and fallen vegetables for something their families can eat.
The mullahs have stepped in to fill the void in
education. Of the children who do get formal
instruction, up to 700,000 are tutored free at
religious schools that offer little other than
instruction in the Koran. Some have been
incubators for religious extremism, producing
recruits for Afghanistan’s Taliban regime.
The millions of illiterate children here “are a lost
generation,” says Sherani. “It is woeful.”
The current crisis has already damaged Pakistan’s
fragile economy. Commerce Minister Abdul Razak
Dawood says falling global demand and spiking
shipping costs could slash Pakistan’s exports by $1.4
billion in the fiscal year that ends next June. Exports
were $9.2 billion for the year ending June 30.
Since Sept. 11:
At least 15 airlines have suspended flights to
Pakistan, including virtually all foreign cargo carriers.
Pakistan International Airlines has scrambled to
charter planes to keep outbound cargo moving.
Pakistani media have reported that Disney, WalMart, Nike, Gap and others have canceled or put on
hold their orders for goods from the country. And
textile industry executives say they fear an antiPakistan backlash among American consumers.
Shipping lines, complaining that they must pay
war-risk premiums to tie up at the Karachi port,
have added $5-a-ton surcharges to freight. The
government has had to offer naval escorts to
reassure skittish freighter captains.
Basic commodity prices have soared on the streets.
At Aslam’s stall in the market, the price of a 5-kilogram
can of cooking oil has gone from 190 rupees ($1.97) to
230 rupees ($3.59) in 3 weeks. Even the slightest price
hikes have a dramatic impact in a country where per
capita income averages $460 a year.…
Americans buy 27% of Pakistan’s textile exports and
45% of its finished garments. Even so, officials here
argue that Pakistan’s quota for certain goods—bed linens
among them—is puny compared with allotments for
Thailand, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.
A handful of American multinationals operate here,
including Procter & Gamble, Bristol-Myers Squibb,
American Express and Citigroup. U.S. companies
account for about 35% of annual foreign investment, the
largest share along with British investors.
But overseas investors have largely shunned the
country in recent years. They spent just $469 million
last year, 31% less than in 1997.…
The business capital, Karachi, is haunted by sectarian
and ethnic warfare, a patchwork of deadly “no-go” areas.
But where else are foreigners to look?
Pakistan’s western border cities are caught in the
grip of Islamic fundamentalism and often make outsiders
unwelcome. Tribal regions are allowed to operate outside

of Islamabad’s control and are anything-goes territories
with little rule of law. Kashmir is a staging ground for
a guerilla war with India. Long stretches of Pakistan’s
highways are controlled by armed gangs.
“Investors are like birds. When they come, they
come in flocks. And when they leave, they leave in
flocks,” says Zafar Mueen Nasir, senior research
economist at the Pakistan Institute of Development
Economics. “In our case, they’ve never come.”…
If Pakistan cannot pull its economy out of a
downward spiral, it could become an even less
friendly destination down the road. It has one of
the world’s fastest-growing populations—45% are
under age 25—and a swelling number of ethnic
Afghans who have no hopes of returning home.
Saigol, the textile chief, says Musharraf was right to
take a moral stand and offer assistance to the Bush
administration. But in America’s war on terrorism, he
says, it is Pakistan that has the most to lose.
“The entire future of our country rests on the
outcome of this crisis.”
MAHATHIR TO PRESS FOR THE MIDDLE WAY
By Brendan Pereira, Straits Times—Asia, 10/6/01
He will urge his colleagues and ASEAN to
keep away from the war effort in Afghanistan
while condemning terrorism
KUALA LUMPUR—When the heads of ASEAN
nations meet in Brunei next month to discuss
international terrorism, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad will almost certainly urge his neighbours to
stay away from any war effort in Afghanistan.
He will argue that the best path for the regional
grouping to follow in the aftermath of the Sept 11
terror attacks on the United States is the middle path
- outright condemnation against terrorism and outright
disapproval against an all-out US-led assault on the
adopted home of Osama bin Laden.
The Malaysian leader gave a peek of this approach
during a talk show this week.
He said that ASEAN should play the role of
moderator and shy away from being a warmonger.
“It is not fair to have an all-out war against
Afghanistan. The people there may not like their Taliban
government but have no means of overthrowing them.
In a war, those who dislike the Taliban are also
going to be killed, “ said Dr. Mahathir.
At the same time, he said the regional grouping
had to oppose terrorism.
The position being put forward by Dr. Mahathir
is consistent with a growing perception in Malaysian
circles that no-one is playing a mediator’s role
between the U.S. and its allies; Afghanistan, and
possibly the rest of the Muslim world.
Said a political analyst with government links: “The
United Nations is certainly not playing a mediating role in
this situation where the line between fighting terrorism
and fighting against Afghanistan seems to have been
blurred. ASEAN can certainly play a part.”
It could do so by helping to shape a rational and logical
international response to what happened on Sept 11.
He believed that when Dr. Mahathir speaks about
ASEAN steering clear of any full-scale military action,
he is referring to the possibility of countries in the
region committing troops or facilities.
“The PM is not talking about countries
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extending logistical support to the U.S. because of
prior defence agreements.”
The middle-of-the-road position that Dr.
Mahathir wants Asean to adopt is consistent with
the stance the Malaysian leader is taking at home.
Opposition politicians admit that the Sept. 11
terror attacks on New York and Washington and
the negative publicity on Islamic radicalism has
given the Malaysian leader a temporary boost.
Says Mr. Rustam Sani, a senior official with Parti
Rakyat Malaysia: “Dr. Mahathir may be enjoying a surge
in popularity at the moment but that is largely due to the
negative sentiments against extremism.”
“If the United States moves unfairly against
Afghanistan or other Muslims, then there could be
a backlash here.”
“So Dr. Mahathir also has to be careful not to
follow the U.S. position too closely.”
Malay-Muslims make up nearly 60 percent of
the country’s population and remain politically
divided following the sacking and treatment of
former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim.
Many of them are unhappy with the U.S. because of
what they perceive as double standards by the world’s
superpower on Muslim issues, especially Palestine’s future.
A majority has denounced the terrorist attacks but are
opposed to an all-out war on Afghanistan.
That is the position the Mahathir administration has to
adopt to avoid political and religious minefields at home.
[JR: A middle-of-the-road position by Malaysia is
one that will prevent dissension amongst the
various political factions. Pakistan has taken
sides in supporting the U.S. position against
Afghanistan’s Taliban and now has to resort to
shooting its own people. Whatever payoff of debts
promised by the U.S. won’t be enough to quell the
unrest and dissension that rules Pakistan today.
Doesn’t this sound like a plan for takover and
intervention by the U.S. and Britain?]
REACTION TO PRESIDENT BUSH’S
STATEMENTS
ON THE PALESTINIAN STATE
Arabic News, Palestine-U.S.A., Politics, 10/5/01
The Arab League (AL), Paris, London and most of
world capitals have welcomed the American inclination
to supporting the establishment of a Palestinian state,
at a time when the Israeli government underestimated
these statements, saying that this is not new as the
U.S. president Clinton had repeated this matter several
times during the Camp David meeting in July 2000
and in Taba by the end of the same year, noting that
the only new element is the timing the U.S. President
has chosen for his statement.
Avy Bazner, the spokesman for the Israeli
government said in a statement that Bush’s statements
were part of the efforts made by the U.S. to form the
international coalition on fighting terrorism (to gain
support from the Arab states), stressing that Israel
is not intending to give up what he called
concessions in support of the American project to
form a terrorism-fighting international coalition.
The israeli spokesman added that Israel has proven
in the past how to behave in order to honor what he
called the rights of Israel. He added that Israel will not
accept any thing that contradicts with its vital interests.
For his part, the AL secretary general Amr Moussa
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expressed his conviction that the U.S. will during the
coming phase re-evaluate its stances towards the issues
of the region, especially the cause of Palestine.
Moussa added in statements he made on
Wednesday that efforts made to settle this issue have
met great difficulties during the past ten years,
stressing that the West understands well that it is
difficult, or rather impossible to liquidate the
Palestinian question, stressing the need of dealing with
issue according to international legitimacy resolutions.
In Amman Jordan has welcomed the new
American stand towards the Palestinian question. A
stand that came in the context of a statement by
the U.S. President on adopting the idea of
establishing an independent Palestinian state.
The Jordanian minister of information Saleh al-Qallab
described statements made by the U.S. President as an
advanced step by the side of the American administration.
Meantime, the spokesman for the French Foreign
ministry Francois Revaso described the statement of the
U.S. President on his country’s support to the
establishment of a Palestinian state as positive.
In a statement on Wednesday, the spokesman added
that the European Union has clearly announced its position
since Berlin Summit in 1989 for the interest of founding
a Palestinian state, noting that Bush’s announcement
goes in the right direction and is very positive.
Revaso has expressed France’s concern over the
deterioration of conditions in the Middle East adding
that France calls for finding out a peaceful solution
and halting the bloodshed in the region.
In Madrid, the Spanish foreign minister on
Wednesday said that President Bush’s backing for the
principle of founding a Palestinian state embodies a great
U.S. contribution to solving the crisis.…
On the other hand, the British foreign ministry
announced that Britain also supports the establishment
of a Palestinian state that is valid for continuity,
recalling the British and the European stances which
support the establishment of a Palestinian state.
A spokeswoman for the British foreign ministry said
that durable security can be only attained through a
political process that implements the land for peace
principle and puts an end to occupation.
[JR: I don’t know if Bush’s support for a
Palestinian state will bear any change in the Middle
East unless he backs it up with withdrawing support
from Israel. If pressure were put on Israel, would
she “hint” to us about the nuclear stockpile she has
covertly acquired at our expense and our own
security? America is in no position to make
demands or act independent anymore. Our
Congress knows it is the Knesset for Israel. Europe
can parrot approval but it all rings so hollow for the
Palestinians, Arabs and Muslim people worldwide.]
SHARON CALLS POWELL
AFTER WHITE HOUSE BLASTS PM COMMENTS
By Aluf Benn, Ha’aretz, 10/6/01
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon called U.S. Secretary of
State Colin Powell on Friday, in an attempt to soften the
diplomatic strain created Thursday evening between the
two countries. The White House responded harshly
earlier Friday to comments made by Sharon the day
before, in which the prime minister said that the United
States risked appeasing Arab nations at Israel’s expense.
An announcement released Friday by the Prime

Minister’s Office stated that Sharon expressed his
appreciation for the deep friendship and the special
relationship shared by the U.S. and Israel, in
particular with President George W. Bush.
In their telephone conversation, Sharon asked
Powell to pass on his blessings to Bush for his
courageous and daring decision to fight terror, a
stance that Israel supported and one in which it was
a full partner. Sharon told Powell that Israel has
suffered from terrorism since its creation and the
government of Israel is obligated to protect its citizens
and prevent all acts of terror against innocent civilians.
The White House indicated Friday the level of
displeasure with which it had greeted Sharon’s
remarks. “Those comments made by the prime
minister are unacceptable in the president’s
opinion,” President George W. Bush’s spokesman,
Ari Fleischer, told reporters.
“Israel has no better friend than the United States and
will have no better friend than the United States,”
Fleischer said. He refused to be drawn into a debate on
claims that Israel’s policies toward the Palestinians was
one of the motives behind the September 11 attacks.
“If a beautiful and lasting peace were brought to the
Middle East today, terrorism would still exist,” he said.
During his speech at a press conference in Tel
Aviv, Sharon cited the “dreadful mistake of 1938”
when Europe “decided to sacrifice Czechoslovakia”
to the Nazis.
The prime minister also stressed that “all of our
efforts to reach a cease-fire were foiled by the
Palestinians and the fire did not stop, not even for a
single day. We can only rely on ourselves.”
Sharon’s comments reflected the growing
disappointment in the American administration’s position
regarding terrorism in the region, in the aftermath of the
September 11 attacks on New York and Washington.
Particularly disturbing is the fact that Syria and
Iran—who back the Lebanese militant group
Hezbollah—are not being held accountable for their
role in sponsoring terrorist activities against Israel.
Americans officials said Friday that Secretary of
State Colin Powell demanded in a phone conversation
with Yasser Arafat on Thursday that the Palestinian
Authority Chairman take action to fulfill his cease-fire
obligations, Israel Radio reported. The call came after
Powell discussed with Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres recent incidents
of Palestinian violence in the territories.
Following a cabinet meeting in the West Bank
town of Ramallah on Friday morning, the
Palestinian Authority released a statement calling on
all Palestinian groups to stop attacks on Israel.
“The cease-fire is a Palestinian interest and all
forces and officials are to strictly honor it,” the
announcement said. It also said that steps were
being taken to ensure that the cease-fire is honored
in a manner that will prevent Israel from claiming
that the Palestinian actions are “terror.”
Minister for Regional Cooperation Dan Meridor and
Public Security Minister Uzi Landau will next week travel
to the U.S. to meet with senior White House and State
Department officials. Former Israeli Ambassador to the
U.S. Zalman Shoval will also visit Washington during the
same period, as a personal envoy of the prime minister.
The three will clarify the Israeli position, and
attempt to convince the Americans to take action
against Palestinian terror groups and Hezbollah.
Sharon spoke with Powell by telephone Thursday
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and told him: “Arafat is not doing anything to prevent
terror, attacks, shooting and incitement. There was not
one day of quiet. We understand that we can only rely
on ourselves. We will of course try to assist the
coalition in any way, because we face the same enemy.”
Sharon repeated his request to Powell to
include Hamas, Islamic Jihad and Hezbollah on the
list of terror organizations “to be addressed
immediately,” because “that is the one thing that
will put pressure on Arafat to take action.”
[JR: The Zionist-controlled American is much
more vulnerable than the Jewish state of Israel,
given the fact that its citizens are the least
protected in the world. That issue won’t be the
topic of discussion when Israel’s ambassador and
the Public Security and Regional Cooperation
Ministers meet here in the U.S. They won’t discuss
our security but will discuss Israeli issues and what
they demand from us. This country and its people
has/is being badly used by the Zionist state of Israel.
The U.S. is now the most hated country in the world
next to Israel. As one Jewish writer successfully put
it—anti-Americanism has replaced anti-Semitism.
That says it all doesn’t it?]
SAUDI ARABIA WARNED U.S.
OVER POLICY ON ISRAEL
By Roula Khalaf (Riyadh), Financial Times, 10/9/01
Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia told
Washington 10 days before the September 11 terror
attacks that U.S. policy towards the Arab-Israeli
conflict had become untenable.
According to diplomatic sources in Riyadh, the
prince’s letter to President George W. Bush prompted
U.S. reassurances that apparently led to U.S. backing
for the establishment of a Palestinian state.
The Riyadh sources said the letter was part of a
dialogue started in the June meeting in Paris between
Crown Prince Abdullah and Colin Powell, U.S.
secretary of state. The letter shows the world’s
largest oil exporter trying to influence U.S. policy on
the Middle East conflict at a time when Arab public
opinion and governments had become increasingly
disillusioned by U.S. backing for Israel.
This suggests that Mr. Bush’s statement last
week supporting the idea of a Palestinian state was
not directly tied to U.S. efforts to bring Arab
nations into the coalition against terrorism.
The Saudi message is believed to have indicated
that U.S. bias towards Israel was making it impossible
for the Saudi leadership to follow policies that were
in both countries’ interests. Mr. Bush is said to
have written back to reassure the crown prince
that the message had found a listening ear.
The crown prince’s office on Tuesday would
not comment on the letter. But in a statement last
week the Saudi leader praised Mr. Bush’s statement
on a Palestinian state, saying the kingdom
appreciated the move.
U.S officials confirmed that an “exchange of
letters” had taken place shortly before last month’s
attacks but did not comment on the details of them.
A diplomatic source in Riyadh familiar with the
Saudi correspondence said it was “a frank
exchange, but a letter from a friend”.
Saudi Arabia in recent weeks has backed the
U.S. campaign but stressed its concern about the
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fate of Afghan civilians and its opposition to
extending the U.S. war to Arab countries.
Since the launch of air strikes against Afghanistan,
the kingdom has not issued a public comment. But in
a cabinet meeting on Monday, King Fahd called for
“practical steps” to end the Arab-Israeli conflict and
restore peace in the region. A senior Saudi Arabian
cleric on Tuesday sought to counter Osama bin
Laden’s calls for an Islamic uprising by stressing that
jihad, or holy war, should be fought for the good of
the Muslim nation, not its destruction.
Sheikh Saleh bin Mohammad al-Lahidan, head of
the country’s higher judicial council and a member of
the council of leading clerics, stopped short of
opposing U.S. and British air strikes. But in the first
comments on the war by a senior Saudi cleric, he
called for “wisdom” in the fight against terrorism.
ARAFAT CRUSHES REVOLT
HAMAS BOWS TO PRESSURE
TO RESTORE ORDER
By Suzanne Goldenberg at Erez crossing, Gaza,
The Guardian—UK, 10/10/01
Radical Palestinian groups bowed beneath the weight
of Yasser Arafat’s iron fist yesterday by stepping
back from an open revolt against their leader’s
support for Washington’s war on Afghanistan.
A day after two Palestinians—one a 13-year-old
boy—were shot dead by their own police after rioting
in support of Osama bin Laden, the Islamic group
Hamas and Mr. Arafat’s officials were working in
tandem to restore order in Gaza City.
The borders of the territory remained sealed to
foreign journalists yesterday, and schools and
universities were closed to stifle any prospect of
Palestinians taking to the streets with posters of
Washington’s greatest enemy.
It was the first time Mr. Arafat has banned the
international press from Gaza.
By yesterday afternoon, an uneasy calm
prevailed. The security forces had retreated to
their barracks. Hamas and other radical groups
were struggling to put the episode behind them.
“I think the shooting by police yesterday was a
mistake,” said a Hamas leader, Abdul Aziz Rantissi, using
deliberately mild language to describe the killing of his
followers. “I do not think it will happen again. We in
Hamas have called on our people to calm the situation.”
As they buried their dead—the first victims of
Palestinian guns since the start of the intifada—
many Gazans said they were afraid of inviting a
civil war that would play into the hands of the
Israeli prime minister, Ariel Sharon.
“Instead of fighting the Israelis, I am afraid we
will be fighting each other, and this is one of
Sharon’s plans,” said Wafa al-Ifranjy, at a mourners’
tent for her teenage son, Abdullah. “I never thought
the Palestinian police could do something like this
which is totally against our national unity. But we
must not allow our people to be divided.”
The fury of Monday’s protests were fuelled by Mr.
Arafat’s efforts to impose a cease fire on the Palestinian
revolt—which Washington sees as crucial to its designs
of enlisting the support of Arab states for its war.
The clashes were the most serious challenge to
Mr. Arafat’s rule since 1994. During that unrest,
police shot dead 11 Islamic protesters only months

after his Palestinian Authority came to power.
Mr. Arafat’s resort to force has provided the
strongest evidence to date that he wants the cease
fire to work. “There is no doubt that the
Palestinian Authority today feels more strongly than
any time before that it wants the cease fire to
succeed,” said Khalil Shikaki, a Palestinian analyst
in the West Bank city of Ramallah.
However, he warned that Mr. Arafat could
reverse his enthusiasm for a ceasefire if Israel
takes advantage of the world’s preoccupation with
the war on Afghanistan by escalating military
action in the West Bank and Gaza.
Mr. Arafat’s zeal in stifling demonstrations of
support for bin Laden extended to Nablus in the West
Bank yesterday, where foreign journalists were barred
from covering an anti-war rally by 1,500 protesters.
Palestinian loyalty to Washington has its price,
however. Analysts believe Mr. Arafat would not have
ordered the crackdown on protests unless he
believed Washington would reward his efforts once
the war in Afghanistan is over by putting pressure
on Mr. Sharon to return to negotiations.
“Arafat believes that if he gives America what
it wants from him now, he might get something in
return,” said Ghassan Khatib, a Palestinian analyst
in Arab East Jerusalem.
[JR: The Machiavellian maneuvers by the U.S.
using Arafat to put down the pro-bin Laden rallies
seen on the West bank will only bring Arafat
grief. A cease fire (temporary) will not prod the
Israelis to begin negotiations for the creation of
a Palestinian state. Sharon was elected to prevent
any such actions and his goal and focus is to push
forward his plans to rid the State of Israel of all
Palestinians. Our policies in the Middle East are
to serve and protect Israel’s interest, further
Sharon’s plans—and if Arafat continues to ignore
that fact then his days are short lived.]
NATO TO DEPLOY AWACS AIRCRAFT IN U.S.
YAHOO News, 10/7/01
BRUSSELS (Reuters)—NATO will soon deploy
AWACS surveillance aircraft for anti-terrorist operations
in the United States in response to the attacks on New
York and Washington, NATO officials said Sunday.
NATO officials said the United States had
asked Friday for the AWACS to be deployed.
“The planes will be deployed quite soon,” a NATO
official said. “They will be deployed in the United
States in support of anti-terrorist operations.”
NATO officials declined to say why the United
States had asked for the AWACS to be deployed
there, or whether they would be used to free up
U.S. aircraft for deployment in other regions.
The United States itself has a fleet of 33
AWACS planes, 28 of which are stationed at an
airbase in Oklahoma.
All that is needed before the AWACS are
deployed is final approval by national
representatives at NATO headquarters in Brussels
and military advice, NATO officials said.
NATO allies agreed Thursday to provide the United
States with a complete eight-point list of assistance it had
requested, including the use of some of its fleet of 17
modified Boeing 747 AWACS airborne surveillance and
control aircraft, based in Geilenkirchen, Germany.

A NATO representative would not say whether
the planes would be flown from Geilenkirchen or
from another location.
The deployment grows out of the decision “to
provide a NATO presence and demonstrate resolve,”
an official NATO statement said Thursday.
NATO also used AWACS in Bosnia and the
Balkans to assist in air operations.
[JR: Now why would we need a NATO presence in
the U.S.? Why must we have a “foreign”
international MILITARY organization (NATO)
conduct security surveillance operations over the
U.S.? Have our 33 AWACS been deployed all
over the world that we can’t even protect our own
airspace here in the U.S.? This makes me feel
even less secure since there is no real protection
for the average American citizen. Politicians YES,
citizens NO! Where are the shelters for the
general population here in America?]
SEARCH FOR BIN LADEN
EXTENDS TO EARTH ORBIT
By Tim Friend, USA TODAY, 10/6/01
U.S. military and spy satellites are searching
aggressively for signs of Osama bin Laden and are
providing military planners with near-real-time highresolution photographs and data about specific regions of
Afghanistan, officials say. Although many Americans
anticipated swift military retaliation, little is likely to
happen until satellites scan hundreds of thousands of
square miles of Afghanistan’s rugged terrain.…
McArthur says the space technology in use today
over Afghanistan is a dramatic improvement from that
used in the Persian Gulf War. New satellites can
process information at much faster speeds and allow
ground forces to have up-to-the-moment information.
Missiles now are guided by satellite rather than lasers,
which makes them much more accurate than the laserguided strikes in Kosovo just 2 years ago.
Although the war on terrorism is expected to
be fought primarily with special-operations forces,
McArthur says the USA’s satellites are critical for
providing information for their strikes.
“We play a big role and anticipate playing a big
role on this war on terrorists,” McArthur says. Since
the Gulf War, when America showcased its
technological war capabilities, satellite spying has
improved to match the U.S. government’s increasing
dependence on space-based assets. At least six new
spy satellites have been placed in orbit since 1996,
according to the National Reconnaissance Office,
which operates the U.S. spy satellite system.
One of the newest gadgets available for the search
for bin Laden is satellite-dependent. It allows soldiers for
the first time to view spy satellite ground photos in nearreal time. In the past, satellite images typically were
hours, if not days, old by the time they could be put to
use. Some targets had been moved by the time of
attack. The operational prototype, called the Broadcast
Request Imagery Technology Experiment, or BRITE,
system, was developed because of difficulties in getting
up-to-date information during the Gulf War.
The compact system can be carried into the field
and operated with a laptop computer. Military units
equipped with the system can radio ground
coordinates to controllers of satellites. The controllers
aim the satellites at the requested target and transmit
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high-resolution satellite pictures to the ground troops.
This allows a unit to view a region, such as a
suspected terrorist training camp on the other side of a
mountain, in near-real time and make more precise
tactical decisions. Officials say the system is
ideally suited for a clandestine war on terrorism.
Spy satellite coverage can be conducted 24
hours. Standard visual imagery is used during
daylight and clear skies; radar imagery is used for
nighttime and cloudy weather.
The resolution of the imaging satellites varies from
the ability to view trucks and buildings to seeing objects
as small as 4 inches across. Neither provides the
capability to distinguish a face or to tell the difference
between bin Laden’s group and a group of refugees.
However, the satellites are supported by U-2 spy planes,
which can use radar to detect ground movements, and
unmanned drones that take high-resolution television
images that reveal differences in groups of people.
Critics say bin Laden can avoid detection by hiding
in the rugged mountains of Afghanistan and by avoiding
use of electronic transmissions. After learning that U.S.
spy satellites monitored his cellphone, bin Laden
reportedly reverted to low-tech personal couriers.
But experts say that if bin Laden’s group moves or
uses a simple handheld radio, the network of satellites
and spy planes eventually will track it down.
Consequently, protecting the satellites’ ground
stations against terrorist attack has assumed new
importance.
While the United States has unsurpassed
superiority in space, its satellites have an Achilles’
heel. The sophisticated system, said to be capable
of seeing a man tying his shoelaces, is vulnerable
to a simple terrorist attack, experts say.
Terrorist groups are probably incapable of knocking
out satellites in orbit, but several of the ground stations,
which control the satellites, are open targets. “The
ground stations are too big to hide, and they are relatively
well-known,” says John Pike, a national security expert
and president of GlobalSecurity.org in Alexandria, Va.
Art Haubold, spokesman for the National
Reconnaissance Office, declines to comment on whether
the stations are vulnerable. He says only, “We take the
necessary steps to protect our assets, but we never
discuss the details of our security arrangement.”
Of the known spy satellite ground stations,
four are located in or near public areas in the USA.
Although the locations of most of the stations are
public, USA TODAY has decided not to print them.…
U.S. LAUNCHES ‘ANTI-TERROR’ SATELLITE
BBC, 10/6/01
The United States has launched a satellite which
intelligence analysts say will probably be used to gather
information in the global campaign against terrorism.
The Titan IV rocket was launched from
Vandenberg airforce base in California on behalf of the
U.S. National Reconnaissance Office, a secretive
agency specialising in providing information for the
CIA and the National Security Agency.
The rocket is believed to have been carrying a top
secret KH-11 spy satellite—that could monitor
Afghanistan ahead of an expected military strike.
The U.S. Air Force refused to comment on the
payload, but the NRO builds and operates
America’s spy satellites and specialises in gathering

pictures and electronic data, such as telephone
conversations on the ground.
Experts from Aviation Week and Space
Technology Magazine said the satellite was likely to be
equipped with a digital camera able to pick out objects
as small as 10 cm (4 inches) across on the ground.
Orbiting hundreds of miles above the earth the
15-tonne KH-11 is capable of tracking small groups
of people walking on the ground as well as vehicle
and weapons movements.
It can monitor conversations and even spot
campfires at night using infrared technology.
According to Aviation Magazine such information
could be used to monitor the movements of Taliban
groups and refugees to help allied forces separate
potentially hostile groups from “non-combatants”.
The United States is believed to have spy satellites
over Afghanistan already as U.S. forces continue to build
up nearby ahead of expected military strikes.
Before 1996 the NRO did not publicly disclose
the launches of its satellites.
[JR: The spy-in-the-sky technology developed by the
military (with tax dollars) will be used/abused by the
NWO to not only track “terrorists” but civilians as
well. They will see, hear and pinpoint the
whereabouts of anyone they choose to target. People
have bought into the lie that all this surveillance is
for their safety and security. What they don’t
realize is that they are being conditioned to live in
a “fishbowl” society, which monitors and controls
their behavior. Even more of our freedoms and
liberties were dissolved on Sept. 11.]
IN U.S. PLAN, TAXPAYERS
WOULD COVER TERROR CLAIMS
By Stephen Labaton with Joseph B. Treaster,
New York Times, 10/6/01
WASHINGTON—The Bush administration and
Congress are preparing legislation to have taxpayers pay
major insurance claims arising out of terrorist attacks.
The plan would make the insurers the second
major industry, after the airlines, to receive
emergency government aid after the Sept. 11
attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center.
Government officials and corporate executives say
such a measure, to be announced as early as this
week, is essential to avert an economic meltdown at
the end of the year, when many insurance contracts
covering businesses, office buildings and factories
expire. Without such coverage, lenders will not
finance real estate purchases, construction or
investments by business in plants and equipment.
Some lawmakers question whether the plan
would be an unjustified bailout, and whether the
situation is as dire as corporations say. But
already, major reinsurers, which protect other
insurers against huge risks, have notified their
clients and the government that they intend to sharply
limit or curtail their coverage for terrorist attacks.
A government program may help limit future rate
increases. As the most likely terrorism targets,
Washington, New York and other major cities would
benefit the most from such a plan. Without it, experts
say, businesses are likely to seek safer locations.
While the airlines’ $15-billion aid package helps
cover the costs associated with the attacks last month,
the proposals for the insurers would cover the
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unknowable expenses from future terrorism. The
government has also agreed to temporarily limit the
airline insurers’ future losses from terrorism.
Administration officials and lawmakers, prodded
by heavy lobbying from the insurance, real estate,
manufacturing and investment industries, say they
already agree on the need for quick action.
Senator Christopher J. Dodd, the Connecticut
Democrat who heads the Senate Banking
subcommittee that oversees insurance, said he
exchanged drafts of legislation on Friday with senior
Treasury Department officials who share his urgency.
Mr. Dodd said that law enforcement officials’
predictions of more attacks made it imperative to act.
“There is a real risk that reinsurance will not be
issued, creating broader economic problems,” he said.
“It’s like someone going to get a mortgage on a
house, and the bank says, ‘Do you have fire
insurance?’ and you say ‘no’ and they say ‘forget it’.
This is not a bailout. It’s an economic issue.”
Senator Charles A. Schumer, another member
of the banking committee, agreed. “There has
been a consensus achieved among the White House
and everyone here that for an attack of terrorism,
the government will have to be the insurer of last
resort,” Mr. Schumer, a New York Democrat,
said. “If there was no insurance, it would really
crimp economic activity.”
Insurers generally say they can survive the estimated
$40 billion or more in losses from last month’s attacks,
but cannot bear the full risks of future attacks.
“Everybody is asking for this coverage, but nobody
is getting it,” said Salvatore Zaffino, chief executive of
Guy Carpenter & Company in New York, one of the
world’s largest reinsurance brokers. “We know of no
reinsurer that is offering to provide terrorist coverage.”
Officials say it is impossible to calculate whether the
plan will wind up costing taxpayers nothing, like a similar
plan in Britain, or hundreds of billions of dollars, which
taxpayers paid to cover insured deposits at hundreds of
failed savings and loan institutions a decade ago.
“Nobody knows the upper parameters of the
risk,” an administration official said last Friday,
which is the main reason the reinsurers now refuse
to issue such insurance on their own.
Lenders usually require businesses to insure
any property they pledge to secure loans.
Insurance coverage also supports a $300-billion
market for commercial mortgages packaged as
securities, the second-largest source of cash for
real estate projects after traditional bank loans.
President Bush has already signed measures
providing $20 billion in relief for New York, $15
billion for the airlines and an open-ended fund to
compensate victims of the September attacks.
The insurance measure is expected to move swiftly
because virtually nobody has been lobbying against it.
But any such measure could encounter resistance from
both conservative Republicans who are skeptical of
government involvement in the marketplace and liberal
Democrats who see it as an unjustified bailout.…
Lawmakers and administration officials are working
on proposals under which insurers would cover initial
terrorism claims, but their losses would be limited. The
insurers would finance an industry pool that would then
provide terrorism coverage of perhaps $10 billion, with
the government [taxpayer] paying for any greater losses,
industry representatives say.
Last week, officials worked to resolve major issues
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including how insurance premiums would be set and by
whom; whether the coverage would be mandatory; how
large a calamity would trigger the use of government
money; and whether the program would be permanent.
The most commonly discussed option is one adopted
eight years ago by the British government in a similar
crisis. But officials are exploring other plans including
the creation of a new government-backed enterprise like
the Federal National Mortgage Association and the
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.
Another option would be modeled on the 1957 law
that limits the liability of utilities for damages
resulting from accidents at nuclear reactors. One
other possibility, though unlikely, would be a tax break
to enable insurers to provide coverage themselves.…
In the United States, experts say that government
protection is now essential. “Who’s going to run a
business in New York or any other place if they don’t
think they can get protection?” Jerry Rosenbloom, a
professor of insurance at the University of
Pennsylvania, said. “I think businesses would try to
move out of what they consider to be high-risk areas,
and that will weaken the tax bases of a lot of major
cities. It would include a loss of jobs right down to
people being afraid to go into new businesses.”
[JR: With the $40 billion bailout to prop up Wall
Street (economy) and the $15 billion bailout for the
airlines, our government, despite huge layoffs, is on
a prolonged spending spree. There are no real
figures yet on the cost to rebuild the Pentagon. Also
Ashcroft pledged to rebuild the WTC (as it was) and
then there is the cost to send our troops overseas to
protect our U.S. homeland. We have probably spent
a trillion, with the debit column bleeding like a
waterfall. How many taxpayers are willing to work
for nothing in order to secure the futures of the
privileged and wealthy of this country? I have yet
to hear of any offer of monetary assistance from our
ally (“you do for us”) Israel. After all—isn’t New
York the new capital of Israel?]
ATTACK CAN’T ERASE STORED DATA
By Julia Scheeres, Wired News, 9/21/01
A week after a terrorist attack obliterated their
offices, tenants of the World Trade Center are slowly
piecing their businesses back together again.
In addition to the horrific human toll—thousands of
WTC employees are missing and assumed dead—
companies that were housed in the towers are facing
computer equipment losses to the tune of $500 million,
according to financial services firm Morgan Stanley.
But one asset most tenants avoided losing on Sept.
11 was electronic data. They had learned a valuable
lesson after the 1993 WTC bombing: Back up
information often and completely.
That attack, which killed six people and injured
more than 1,000, spurred companies to prepare for
possible future disasters by investing in data storage
and recovery services to protect reams of electronic
information that they produced on a daily basis.
Companies that occupied the twin towers—mainly
brokerage, financial and insurance firms—relied
heavily on IT to run their businesses. And while the
paper documents blown out office windows of the
WTC still swirl around the streets of New York, most
electronic data was salvaged, experts say.
A report by Morgan Stanley’s technology team

characterized the WTC as “probably one of the bestprepared office facilities from a systems and data
recovery perspective,” because tenants had learned to
back up systems following the 1993 attack.
Most companies use one of two methods to back
up their computer systems. Smaller companies tend
toward the cheaper option of manually downloading
data onto magnetic tapes, while larger companies rely
on “hot backups”, a service that can cost companies
tens of thousands of dollars a month.
The latter option simultaneously copies all
electronic data entered into the company’s system
onto an offsite computer over high-speed lines. When
disaster strikes, hot backups allow companies to tap
into a live system with little or no interruption.
Backup tapes don’t have the same advantages;
it takes at least 24 hours to extricate the
information from magnetic tapes and transfer it
onto a new system, said David Johnson, vice
president of Data Center Services for Solid System, a
Houston-based data storage and recovery firm.
If you back up your system once every seven
days—say, every Friday night—and a disaster occurs
Friday morning, you’ve lost a week’s worth of work.
Also, if a company stores backup tapes onsite and their
offices are wiped out, they’re at a total loss, he said.
“A lot of companies are just now realizing the
potential of losing IT infrastructure and what it
will do to them,” said Johnson.
When Houston, Texas, was brought to a standstill by
floods last June, some companies using tapes for data
storage lost significant amounts of information, but
companies using disk-mirroring service did not, he said.
Many companies in the WTC switched to hot
backups after the 1993 attack, according to EMC, a data
management system located in Hopkinton, Massachusetts.
EMC had 25 clients located in the twin towers.
After the first plane slammed into Tower One,
EMC was alerted that something was wrong when
their clients’ computers “phoned home”, said
company spokeswoman Anne Pace.
“When there’s a problem, the system automatically
contacts us to say there’s a problem,” said Pace.
“It lets us know that the power went out, or that
it’s getting hot, or it’s vibrating.”
On Sept. 11, EMC received alerts for all of
these conditions, she said.
For EMC and other data recovery and storage
companies with clients in the WTC, the attack was
the worst emergency they have faced.…
They were able to provide office space and
equipment to their clients within hours of the attack, he
said. Although Sungard’s clients relied on tapes for data
storage, they didn’t lose much information because the
attack happened early Tuesday morning, and the
company could rebuild systems using tapes that were
sent to storage on Monday evening.…
Comdisco, a data recovery and storage business,
mirrors 80 terabytes of information for seven customers
who were housed in the WTC. The company bought
more than 3,000 personal computers to support their
clients who lost equipment in the attack.
Comdisco faced the Herculean task of relocating the
New York Board of Trade, which had been at Four
World Trade Center, to a temporary office.
As of Monday, 150 trade center employees were
working out of Comdisco’s recovery center in Queens.…
[JR: Nice to know. We’ll see how much data that
was stored for the WTC will be made available when

certain people start asking questions as to why the
rebuilding and huge bailout for certain businesses by
Bush & Co. There might be a lot of “selective
malfunctions” found in the system at the time of data
recovery, especially the elusive records on GATA.]
POLICE STATE
By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, The Spectator, 10/6/01
Let us be thankful, briefly, that the current
director of Europol is a stout defender of civil liberties
and furthermore a German, among the most reliable
defenders of open democracy in the European Union
these days. Dr. Jurgen Storbeck was already sitting
on top of an embryonic FBI before the destruction of
the World Trade Center: now he is to bestride an
embryonic CIA as well. The two are to be housed
together under one roof at Europol’s headquarters in
The Hague. He will soon be one of the few men
outside Pyongyang, Baghdad and a handful of other
despotisms heading an agency with double access to
law enforcement and intelligence secrets—something
that every first-term student of political science is
taught should never happen in a democracy.
Before the terrorist attacks, Europol was not allowed
to have direct dealings with MI-5, MI-6, the
Bundesnachtrichtendienst, or any other intelligence
services of the EU member states. It had to rely on
contacts with police, customs and immigration services.
But in a single throwaway line at their emergency summit
in Brussels, EU leaders ordered all EU spy agencies to
hand over “any relevant information on terrorism” to
Europol. They also approved the creation of an antiterrorism unit staffed by intelligence officials to be based
at the agency’s headquarters. The seed is planted.
Of course, MI-5 and MI-6 already share secrets
on a selective basis with the Dutch, or whoever, but
this is a radically different exercise. The information
will now go to the EU machinery and will be stored
in the computer banks at Europol, where one can only
hope that secrets will be safe. The Dutch police
arrested a French police captain earlier this summer
for operating a scam out of the same computer
offices, and another official is still under investigation.
If that were not enough, a Munich computer
company has accused Europol operatives of stealing
its software and pocketing the commissions.
When I asked David Blunkett about intelligence
sharing with the sort of people who might be tempted to
sell secrets to al-Qa’eda for the right price—not a
ludicrous concern, since an EU official was caught three
years ago selling confidential data from the Schengen
Information System to organised crime—he said sternly
that Europol jolly well ought to clean up the problem. By
way of reassurance he added that no raw data from
GCHQ would be given to ne’er-do-wells. Only those
with a top security clearance, and on a strict need-toknow basis, would get a look at our crown jewels.
With a staff of 300, Europol is still a puny creature
compared with the $30-billion apparatus of U.S. federal
intelligence, but the taboo has been broken. For the first
time, the EU has acquired an intelligence function. I
expect that it will now mimic the exponential growth of
Europol’s police role, which has mushroomed from a
tiny clearing house for data on drug trafficking five years
ago, to a pro-FBI today with powers to “request”—i.e.
launch—criminal probes, and to take part in joint
operations with national police. Its jurisdiction was
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quietly expanded last year to cover “all crimes
involving money laundering”. This is the open-door
clause. It can be made to mean any crime where
money changes hands. I predict that it will soon
become the EU equivalent of the federal wire fraud
clause in the United States, which gives the FBI
primary jurisdiction whenever the U.S. federal mail is
used at any stage of a crime. So if the criminal
sends a single letter, the Feds can muscle in.
Neither part of this twin-headed Europol is
subject to the oversight of an elected parliament. In
Washington, the directors of the FBI and CIA are
ritually toasted in cross-examination by the senate and
house committees. But in the EU’s half-way system
between intergovernmentalism and federalism—a
paradise for unaccountable elites—Dr. Storbeck
answers only to a management board, in secret.
These are essentially the same people who appoint
him, so there is no democratic control on the
executive. The European Parliament complains bitterly
that it cannot even get a look at Europol’s books.
The hectic pace kept up last week. Mr. Blunkett
was at it again, this time approving the establishment
of Eurojust, an EU body of national prosecutors with
the job of co-ordinating probes into organised crime,
environmental crimes, xenophobia, and above all
terrorism. The legal basis for proceeding this far is
a little dodgy, since it derives from Article 31 of the
Nice Treaty, which the Irish have refused to ratify,
and may never ratify. So EU lawyers are
stretching the Amsterdam Treaty to do the job
instead. A future justice ministry, a replica of the
U.S. Justice Department, will acquire power over
time to prosecute cases in EU federal courts.
The foundations of an EU federal judiciary and an
EU police and security system are now largely in place.
What makes this doubly potent is the parallel urge to give
greater repressive powers to the emerging apparatus, an
urge that reached an uncontrolled spasm after the deadly
attacks in America. It has been going on for two years
or so, and while it would be going too far to describe
Jack Straw as the Godfather of this European police
state, the British have certainly been eager sponsors. This
may seem illogical, since it is not obviously in the
interests of interior ministers to transfer their own
powers to Brussels. But to understand this is to
understand the EU’s little secret, the deformed method
that causes EU states to push for leaps in integration that
Brussels itself is not even requesting.
Mr. Straw’s Home Office was the prime mover
behind new EU rules passed last July which compelled
telephone and Internet service companies to retain billing
records, instead of destroying them as they do now. If
EU ministers have their way, the police, including
Europol, will have access to a databank listing all our
telephone calls, faxes and e-mails, as well as a record of
Internet Websites that we have visited, which, taken
together, provide an imprint of our daily lives.
This was vehemently denounced at the time by the
European Commission (yes!), furious that its original
proposal had been hijacked by authoritarians, as well as
by the European Parliament and by our own data
protection commissioner, Elizabeth France, who called it
a violation of Article 6 of the European Convention on
Human Rights which safeguards privacy. Yet it was
quietly passed by the 15 EU justice ministers meeting at
the EU’s drab Kirchberg Plateau in Luxembourg, a spot
reputed to have the highest suicide rate in Christendom.
Why did they push through such a measure—which any

one state had the power to block—when all indications
were that the German, Dutch, Italian, Irish and
Scandinavian parliaments would have voted against such
a move at home, if the matter had been put to them?
Because interior ministers, with their own
institutional proclivity for greater police powers, know
they can get what they want more easily through the
EU, where everything can be stitched up behind closed
doors—especially at the Kirchberg Plateau, far from the
Brussels press corps. And the British know it best. New
Labour has mastered the art of exploiting EU procedures
as a means of evading parliamentary oversight—and its
corollary, unwelcome media debate. The consequences
are irreversible. A bad British law can be repealed by a
future Parliament. Practically speaking, a bad EU law can
never be repealed. It is part of that great magisterium,
the acquis communautaire, where it sits in
perpetuity, infinitely easier to do than to undo.
But it was not until the catastrophe in New York
and Washington that New Labour really got the bit
between its teeth and dared to push for an EU list of
proscribed terrorist organisations and a joint EU
definition of terrorism that extends British anti-terror
policy to the rest of the EU, and then ups the ante. A
terrorist is to be defined as anybody using
“intimidation” seriously to alter the political, economic or
social structures of states. Clause 3.f. of the text states
that “Unlawful seizure of or damage to state or
government facilities, means of public transport, places
of public use, and property” is an offence carrying a
“minimum maximum” prison sentence of five years.
The British rights group, Statewatch, warns that this
could be used to cover non-violent protest such as the
Greenham Common women’s movement against U.S.
Cruise missiles. We know that it has absolutely nothing
to do with al-Qa’eda. The text was drafted months ago
to prevent a recurrence of the Gothenburg and Genoa
riots, which were public-order problems, not terrorism.
Once it is law, lodged in the acquis for ever, it can
be applied to practically anything, such as anti-EU
protest, and will increasingly fall under the ambit of
the EU’s federal police, investigating, and (soon)
prosecuting authorities. I am willing to wager a small
bet in euros that this anti-terrorism text, and especially
the clause “unlawful seizure of property”, will before
the decade is out be used to charge a British citizen
engaged in political dissent against the EU.
There will not be much escape if any other EU state
chooses to interpret the new terrorism code in such a
fashion, or indeed any other fashion that offends our
sense of liberty. In the great rush after the attacks, EU
ministers also pushed through the European arrest
warrant. This obliges Holland to hand over IRA
suspects, rather than embrace them as freedom fighters
as they were once wont to do. But at the same time,
Britain will be compelled to extradite its own citizens to
Belgium or Italy, say, countries without habeas corpus,
at the demand of a prosecuting magistrate, without the
oversight of an independent judge. After having looked
into the skulduggery of several Belgian and Italian
magistrates, I personally view this as a betrayal of my
rights as a free-born Englishman, and I don’t remember
being told before the election that the government was
going to do such a thing. Given that the acquis will
now gobble up this British concession forever, the
only way I can regain my lost birthright is if Britain
withdraws from the European Union completely. It
is the sort of thing that sets one thinking.
[JR: This is definitely the agenda of the NWO.]
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CANADIAN PROFESSOR ACCUSED OF
‘HATE CRIMES’ FOR CRITICIZING U.S. WAR

By Glenn Bohn and Kim Bolan, Vancouver Sun, 10/12/01
“If you point to the factual record of U.S.
foreign policy, you are now accused of spreading
hate,” she said. “It really is unbelievable.”
A University of B.C. women’s studies professor who
criticized U.S. foreign policy has been accused of a hate
crime—publicly inciting hatred against Americans.
An unidentified B.C. resident alleged Oct. 4 that
assistant professor Sunera Thobani violated the Criminal
Code of Canada during an Oct. 1 speech to a women’s
conference in Ottawa, RCMP Corporal Michael
Labossiere of the B.C. Hate-Crime Unit said Tuesday.
Thobani, a former president of the National Action
Committee on the Status of Women, said in an interview
Tuesday she had not heard anything about the complaint
and she is curious to know who made it.
“This is just pure harassment,” she said. “They
are trying to silence dissent in this country.”
Thobani said her speech was intended to
explain how U.S. foreign policy has affected life in
many countries of the world.
“If you point to the factual record of U.S.
foreign policy, you are now accused of spreading
hate,” she said. “It really is unbelievable.”
The RCMP’s Labossiere wouldn’t disclose any
more specifics about the complaint or the
complainant. He said he forwarded the complaint
to the Hate-Crimes Unit of the Ottawa-Carleton
police force, which has jurisdiction in the area
where the offence is alleged to have occurred.
Ottawa police Detective Frank Corkery, a member
of Ottawa’s Hate-Crime Unit, wouldn’t confirm
whether police there are investigating Thobani.
Corkery said police generally don’t discuss ongoing
investigations or reveal the subject of an investigation
until charges are laid and it becomes public knowledge.
However, the detective added: “Any complaint made
to the hate-crimes section is taken seriously and is
investigated on the substance of the complaint.
Labossiere, who last week reported bomb
threats had been made against Islamic mosques in
Vancouver and Surrey, said he went public with
the complaint against Thobani to show that
majority groups can potentially be targets too.
“Here we have a complaint against someone
who is obviously from a visible minority, whom the
complainant feels is promoting hate,” he said.
“Normally, people think it’s a White
supremacist or Caucasians, promoting hate against
visible minorities… We want to get the message
out that it’s wrong, all around.”
Section 319 of the Criminal Code of Canada
allows for a jail sentence of less than two years
for anyone convicted of the “public incitement of
hatred” against an identifiable group of people,
when the comments lead to a breach of the peace.
An “identifiable group” is defined as any
section of the public distinguished by colour, race,
religion or ethnic origin.
However, the same section also provides some
broadly worded legal defences. For instance, no one
can be convicted “if the statements were relevant to
any subject of public interest, the discussion of
which was for the public benefit, and if on
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reasonable grounds he believed them to be true”.
Murray Mollard, a lawyer and executive
director of the B.C. Civil Liberties Association, said
that, legally, a charge against Thobani would be an
uphill battle for the prosecution.
Mollard also said the state shouldn’t prosecute
someone who criticizes public policies in a
democratic forum.
“This is absolutely the wrong thing to do,” he
said. “We need to have an open debate about our
response to Sept. 11.”
Thobani received a standing ovation at the
Women’s Resistance Conference in Ottawa
after she argued that the U.S. government—not
international terrorists—is the most dangerous
global force, “unleashing prolific levels of
violence all over the world.
“From Chile to El Salvador, to Nicaragua to
Iraq, the path of U.S. foreign policy is soaked
in blood,” she said in comments that received
front-page coverage in Canada’s daily newspapers,
including The Vancouver Sun.
Many Canadians said Thobani’s speech was an illtimed and anti-American attack, while others accused the
mainstream news media of a McCarthy-style witch-hunt.
Thobani said Tuesday she has been stunned by
the reaction to her comments.
While she said she has received a lot of
support, she has also been shocked by hateful emails and telephone calls not just from within
Canada, but from the United States.
“It is just unbelievable what it is like,” Thobani said.
“I am just getting sent all this porn and hate mail.”
She said the past week has made the
controversies during her term as president of the
National Action Committee on the Status of Women
“seem like a piece of cake”.
But, she said she doesn’t want to restrict her
life because of the hate mail and threats, even
though it has disrupted her life and her job.
“I have security outside my class,” Thobani said.
Convictions for public incitement of hatred are rare
in Canada, but not unprecedented.
In 1982, Alberta public high school teacher Jim
Keegstra was fired for teaching students that the
“Holocaust”—where millions of Jews died in Nazi
concentration camps—was a fabrication of a
“Jewish conspiracy” that wanted to destroy
Christianity. The courts later convicted Keegstra of
promoting hatred and ordered him to do 200 hours
of community service work.
In 1999, a Christian evangelist in Ontario was
convicted of inciting hatred against Muslims in flyers he
distributed and in a phone-line message. Mark Harding
received a three-month conditional sentence and was
required to perform more than 300 hours of voluntary
service for the Islamic community.
ANTI-U.S. DEMONSTRATIONS
ALL ACROSS THE MIDDLE EAST
AFP, 10/12/01
CAIRO, EGYPT—Thousands of Egyptians, Iranians
and Palestinians and other Muslims staged angry protests
following their weekly prayers on Friday, five days after
the start of the U.S.-led strikes against Afghanistan.
More than 5,000 Egyptians gathered at the al-Azhar
mosque, Egypt’s largest, to vent their anger at the

military strikes by the United States and Britain.
“Down with the United States, down with Britain.
Long live the Muslims,” chanted the demonstrators, who
included representatives of the Muslim Brotherhood and
of the Nasserite movement who had arrived as guests of
the mosque’s imam, Sheikh Mohammed Sayed Tantawi.
During his sermon, Tantawi restated his position
that “no state has the right to punish an entire nation
including children, old people and innocent women
simply through the misdeeds of one criminal.”
He also supported “the right of the Palestinians
to defend their land and their faith” against Israeli
occupation.
“These are mujahideen and it is our duty to
stand at their side,” he added.
The demonstration took place peacefully amid a
large police presence, with several plainclothes
security agents deployed among the faithful and
anti-riot trucks stationed near the mosque.
At Saudi mosques, prayers were offered for fellow
Muslims in Afghanistan and railed against “enemies of
Islam” but made no explicit mention of the ongoing
strikes, which began Sunday after Kabul’s Taliban regime
refused to hand over prime terror suspect Osama bin
Laden to the United States.
Sheikh Saud al-Sharim, imam of the Grand Mosque
in Mecca, Islam’s holiest shrine, simply warned Muslims
to “steer clear of strife”.
The imam of the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina
prayed for “Muslims in Afghanistan to be spared” and
for “the Muslims’ enemies to be destroyed,” again
without referring to the U.S.-British blitz.
Some prayer leaders in the capital’s mosques
were slightly more explicit, urging Muslims to
“support their brethren in Afghanistan”.
“It is every Muslim’s duty to support his brothers in
Afghanistan to show them that we are brothers in
adversity,” said the imam of a Riyadh mosque,
beseeching God to “bring down the infidels”.
“The blood of Afghan Muslims is being shed,” he said.
In the Iranian capital, Tehran, Culture Minister
Ahmad Masjed-Jameyi and Trade Minister
Mohammad Shariatmadari joined several thousand
people who marched from Tehran University to the
central Palestine Square.
Many held up placards, including ones reading
“(U.S. President George W.) Bush is the father of
terrorism” and “(Israeli Prime Minister Ariel)
Sharon is the disobedient son of terrorism”.
Others carried ones announcing their willingness to
enter a jihad, or holy war, against the United States.
In Zahedan, capital of Iran’s southeastern
Sistan Baluchistan province, a rally by about 3,000
people, including a large number of Afghan
refugees, turned violent after they attacked the
Pakistani consulate, police told AFP.
“Pakistan’s consulate was attacked by
demonstrators who threw stones,” a police official
said, adding that there were no injuries but that the
consulate’s windows were broken.
In Jordan, an ally of the United States, the
prayer leader at one of Amman’s main mosques, the
King Abdullah Mosque, Sheikh Walid Shabsogh,
said in his sermon: “We send a sincere message to
the entire world that it is totally wrong to link
Islam with terrorism.”
Meanwhile, at the Al Wahdat Mosque in Al Wahdat
Palestinian refugee camp, also in Amman, prayer leader
Sheikh Samer Mahmood asked that “God give victory

to our brothers in Palestine and Afghanistan”.
In the West Bank city of Nablus, some 2,000
people gathered and carried banners and
Palestinian flags, including ones calling the United
States “the head of terrorism in the world”.
There were similar protests through the
streets of Ramallah and Tulkarem.
Palestinian police were given strict orders to
take a hands-off approach to any demonstrations
after last Monday’s violent clashes with
protestors, in which two people were killed.
And in Lebanon, some 3,000 people led by
Sunni Muslim religious clerics staged a protest in
the northern port city of Tripoli, where a number
of Sunni fundamentalist groups are based. Many
also carried portraits of bin Laden.
SENATE APPROVES
ANTI-TERRORISM BILL
By Jim Abrams, Associated Press, 10/12/01
WASHINGTON—The Senate voted Thursday to
give police broad new wiretapping authority and other
tools to pursue suspected terrorists and to increase and
federalize security on airliners and at airports.
Hours after unanimously passing a bill to
overhaul protections against terrorism in aviation, the
Senate approved a compromise bill negotiated with
Attorney General John Ashcroft authorizing the
use of roaming wiretaps and new subpoena
powers against suspected terrorists.
The Bush administration had urgently pressed for
the two measures as a response to the Sept. 11
hijacked airliner attacks in New York and
Washington. But both had been stalled for two weeks,
the anti-terrorism bill over civil liberty concerns and
the aviation security bill over efforts to add aid for
laid-off airline workers and money for Amtrak.
The Senate passed the anti-terrorism
legislation 96-1. Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Wis.)
cast the only dissenting vote.
Feingold had failed in a last-ditch effort to
tone down parts of the bill’s police powers, and
grew angry that the bill, which came straight to the
floor, was moving so fast. “What have we come
to when we don’t have either committee or
Senate deliberation or amendments on an issue
of this importance?” he said.
Senate Judiciary Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.)
who negotiated with Senate Republicans and the
administration to come up with the final version
of the bill, conceded that the legislation “is really
not the bill that any of the 100 here would have
written, but we can’t pass 100 bills”.
“What we have done is put together the best
bill possible,” he said.
The House is expected to take up its version
of the bill Friday.
Both the House and Senate measures would
expand the FBI’s wiretapping authority, impose
stronger penalties on those who harbor or finance
terrorists and increase punishment for terrorists.
But unlike the House anti-terrorism bill,
the Senate measure has no expiration date
on the new police powers and also includes
money-laundering legislation requested by
the White House.
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